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NOTE: the research in this report is only intended as a general overview and discussion of the issues dealt with. It is not intended to be, and should not be used, as a substitute for taking legal advice in any specific situation.
Part 1 – Introduction

Introduction

This report was prepared by DLA Piper with the support and input of the Association for the Prevention of Torture (APT). DLA Piper is a leading global law firm with offices in more than 40 countries across Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas. It has a long-standing commitment to promoting fairer justice systems through its pro bono program. DLA Piper is a trusted advisor to governments and supported governments around the world to reform justice systems to deliver enhanced community outcomes and increased efficiency. The Association for the Prevention of Torture is the leading, independent, non-governmental international organization whose vision is for societies to exist without torture or ill treatment. APT works with governments, justice systems, National Preventive Mechanisms (NPMs), national human rights institutions (NHRIs) and civil society to take effective actions to prevent torture and other ill-treatment.

This report was commissioned to assist policy makers from a range of jurisdictions seeking to identify effective mechanisms to protect the health and safety of correctional staff, prisoners, and the broader community by reducing prison populations.

The report analyses the diverse approaches taken by governments around the globe to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and reduce the risk of transmission within prisons through early release programs (for both adults and children) and slowing new prison admissions.

While some governments were able to use existing legislative and regulatory mechanisms, others implemented new programs, via executive powers or legislation. While many COVID-19 related prisoner release programs are still in their infancy, initial data suggests they have been successful in reducing prison populations, with large numbers of prisoners released and low short-term recidivism rates. However, the sustainability of such programs may become critical, to ensure prison decongestion strategies continue and overcrowding levels do not return to those seen before the pandemic.

The objective of the report is to:

• compare the approaches taken by governments globally to decongest prisons through prisoner release schemes and limiting new prison admissions;

• identify effective approaches and examples of good practice that can be adopted and/or replicated elsewhere; and

• support governments, particularly in countries with severe overcrowding to safely reduce prison populations to reduce the burden on the public purse, limit the risk of transmission of COVID-19 and other viruses and infectious diseases, create safer working conditions for prison staff, reduce the strain on public and prison health services and effectively manage risk and ensure public safety.

Executive summary and recommendations

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic was declared. Overnight, prisons became a key public health concern for governments. Prisons – particularly overcrowded facilities and those with poor

1 This report takes into consideration that the age of criminal responsibility is different in all jurisdictions. The terms “child” and “juveniles” will be used to refer to persons under the age of 18 in compliance with international law.
sanitation, hygiene and ventilation – are known to act as a source of infection, amplification and spread of infectious diseases. Urgent action was required to limit the transmission of COVID-19 to prisoners, staff and the broader community.

Recognizing the challenge and potential serious health risks, governments globally took swift action to decongest their prison systems through releasing prisoners and limiting new admissions.

This report analyses the approach to decongesting prison systems adopted by governments in 53 jurisdictions across Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, North and Central America. The results of those 53 jurisdictional analyses have been summarized into key findings set out in Part 2 of this report and in an infographic at Annexure A.

The study concluded that at least 475,000 prisoners comprising convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees, and both adults and children, were released across the 53 jurisdictions between March and July 2020. Official prisoner release data was however inconsistent and incomplete (only a quarter of jurisdictions published up-to-date, disaggregated data on prisoner releases). In some countries, the legal basis underpinning the release programs and/or the conditions applying to the release schemes, were unclear.

The study identified a number of trends and good practices with respect to the design and implementation of prisoner population reduction schemes:

- All jurisdictions included in our study had existing mechanisms which allowed for the release of pre-trial and convicted prisoners. In many jurisdictions these mechanisms were relied upon to release prisoners in response to COVID-19 (approximately three-quarters of jurisdictions relied on existing laws). Despite this, two-thirds of jurisdictions implemented new measures to release prisoners given the unique risks associated with COVID-19 infection and transmission in overcrowded facilities. Of the jurisdictions that implemented new measures, 28% enacted new legislation via parliaments and 72% relied on executive powers to release prisoners via regulations and decrees. In terms of good practice, identifying and using existing mechanisms brings significant advantage in terms of speed, which may well prove critical in limiting the spread of COVID-19 and other viruses. Existing mechanisms for early release should be supplemented where necessary with additional measures, including measures to remove elderly people or other prisoners in situations of vulnerability who pose no or low risk to the community.

- Almost all jurisdictions within the study released convicted prisoners in response to COVID-19. Release eligibility was based on three key criteria: (i) the nature of the offence committed by the prisoner, (ii) the nature or status of the prisoner's sentence, and (iii) whether the prisoner had particular vulnerabilities. Jurisdictions commonly applied a combination of these three criteria, meaning a prisoner needed to satisfy various eligibility tests to be released.

- In terms of the offence committed by the prisoner, the main groups of released prisoners were those convicted of non-violent or minor offences and therefore posed no great risk to the community (83% of jurisdictions expressly referred to such offence criteria). Serious violent offenders and sexual offenders

---

2 Within the broader framework of challenging issues that affect people in prison, certain segments of the prison population are especially vulnerable and therefore at much higher risks of contagion. Those who are particularly vulnerable are elderly people, and detainees suffering from a chronic health condition, among others.
were regularly called out as ineligible for release, although only a quarter of jurisdictions expressly excluded prisoners at risk of, charged with, or convicted of domestic violence related offences from release. Given many countries have reported increased incidents of domestic violence during the pandemic, it is recommended that the risks posed to a domestic partner be considered as part of the decision-making framework for early release.

- In terms of nature or status of sentence, 85% of jurisdictions linked the release of convicted prisoners to the prisoner having served a minimum period in prison or being within days or months of their release date/completing their total sentence.

- In terms of prisoner vulnerability, almost two-thirds of jurisdictions (62%) considered the vulnerability of prisoners in their release criteria. The criteria focused on prisoners who were particularly vulnerable to COVID-19, namely elderly prisoners aged anywhere between 50 and 70 (38% of jurisdictions) and prisoners with chronic health issues (55% of jurisdictions). A quarter of jurisdictions also released female prisoners, pregnant or breastfeeding prisoners, and mothers with children living with them in prisons given their vulnerable status. The pandemic created an opportunity for many governments to achieve substantial reductions in elderly people and other people in situation of vulnerability being detained, reducing COVID-19-related risks and limiting the high ongoing costs associated with the incarceration for this specific group of people.

- In a third of jurisdictions, release eligibility was further linked to the availability of accommodation for a prisoner on release and the ability of a prisoner to financially sustain themselves. Such considerations are contextual and may or may not be appropriate depending on other social and cultural factors. A small number of jurisdictions (8%) also considered the status of any outstanding fines or debts owed by the prisoner. These criteria likely served as a barrier to release for many poor and/or homeless prisoners and those without support networks on the outside and limited the effectiveness of early release programs from a public health perspective. A third of jurisdictions further considered the wishes of victims as part of the release eligibility assessment, although it is unclear what weight was given to such considerations.

- Almost half of the jurisdictions released adult pre-trial detainees (43%) despite pre-trial detainees making up large portions of prison populations. Eligibility criteria uniformly included that the person was charged with a minor or non-violent offence and/or fell into a vulnerable category of prisoner due to age or ill health. Releases of pre-trial detainees were effected through a combination of existing provisions (often bail hearings) as well as new release measures which were implemented to speed up the release process and reduce the burden on individual judges. Although the increasing use of remote video technology represented a valuable tool for judges in certain jurisdictions during the pandemic, the judiciary should remain vigilant to ensure that disparities in access to technology do not serve as barriers to engagement with the courts. Courts should consider adopting guidelines to mitigate any harm, including on attorney-client communications and relations. Only a third of jurisdictions released children in prisons, including both convicted and pre-trial detainees. Unfortunately, there was very little data on the number of children released from prison and there was limited information about the criteria used to determine eligibility for release. Some jurisdictions took the approach of a blanket release of any child in detention facilities, whereas other jurisdictions applied similar criteria to the releases of adults with the focus being on children charged with, or convicted of, minor or non-violent offences. In general, children should not be incarcerated, except as a measure of last resort. When detention is absolutely necessary, it should be used for the shortest appropriate period of time and should aim at...
rehabilitating and reintegrating children into society. Where these principles are followed, early release of children should not result in significant reductions of the detainee population. Also, as the characteristics of COVID-19 became better understood, and the risks posed to children (or by children) were known to be limited, focus likely shifted to adult detention facilities. It is, however, very likely that in some instances, governments used the pandemic as an opportunity to reduce the total population of juvenile detainees using early release measures – especially in countries where children were being held in adult prisons.

- Releases were often conditional on a prisoner complying with one or more terms (three-quarters of jurisdictions imposed at least one condition). The conditions commonly imposed on released prisoners included good behavior (42%), supervision by prison or corrections staff (34%), compliance with COVID-19 directions including quarantining and testing (13%), home detention (13%) and electronic monitoring (21%). It may well be that a lasting impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will be a shift towards alternatives to full-time custody, as the costs and public health risks make alternatives increasingly attractive. In many Least Developed Countries, it is hoped that increased investment into supervision and monitoring capabilities will achieve substantial savings over the medium term.

- Where releases were granted, most were granted on a permanent basis (83% of jurisdictions facilitated some degree of permanent release of prisoners) consistent with a long-term strategy of prison decongestion. Only 17% of jurisdictions released prisoners temporarily, which meant certain prisoners were required to return to prison after a fixed period of time or after the COVID-19 health crisis resolved.

- About 70% of jurisdictions reported some degree of support programs available to prisoners on release, although the extent to which those services were practically accessible and effective (particularly during the pandemic) is unknown. In contrast, very few jurisdictions implemented new support programs to respond to the increased numbers of released prisoners and the particular circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic.

- In addition to releasing prisoners, half the jurisdictions undertook measures to reduce new prison admissions – a critical, complementary strategy to alleviate prison overcrowding. Policies adopted by police, prosecutors and judges included the use of cite and release notices, ceasing arrests for minor offences, postponing prosecutions, the use of summons to attend court, suspending short-term prison sentences and only imposing pre-trial detention in the most serious of cases.

Although it is too soon for formal evaluation of release programs implemented in response to COVID-19, early analysis of recidivism rates across the study suggests that released prisoners have not reoffended at high rates. This indicates that release programs have been successful, and, in a few jurisdictions, governments have confirmed their programs will be continued beyond the pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has put an important stress on prison management, and hence on prison staff whose health and safety were put at risks during the pandemic. The responses provided by authorities varied across jurisdictions. Some good practices were identified, including providing security bonus to security, medical and administrative personnel; the establishment of inter-institutional dialogues between penitentiary authorities and unions; periodic specialized training using the new technology; for instance in Guatemala, the School of Penitentiary Studies continued to teach courses through digital platforms. The courses included the management of emotions in times of COVID-19, as well as implementation of biosecurity protocols. Strategic plans for vaccination took into consideration prison staff and detainees, although their priority levels varied drastically: in some jurisdictions, staff and detainees are equally a priority group for vaccination, in others only staff is considered a priority, while in others, only detainees.

COVID-19 has demonstrated that governments, when willing, can effectively and swiftly implement prisoner release programs to decongest prisons (whether through existing or new mechanisms) while appropriately balancing risks to the community and supporting prisoner reintegration. Governments must continue this momentum by maintaining prisoner release programs as a core, long-term strategy to reduce prison overcrowding well beyond the pandemic.

**Background to report**

**GLOBAL PRISON LANDSCAPE**

More people than at any time in human history are detained in prisons around the globe. As estimated by Penal Reform
International, more than 11 million people were detained in prisons in 2019.\(^4\) That figure includes 700,000 women, 19,000 children living in prisons with their mothers, and around 410,000 children in juvenile detention facilities.\(^5\)

In addition, it is reported that more than 3 million people are held in pre-trial detention with a further 1 million children detained in police custody.\(^6\) As governments detain people at higher rates for longer periods, prison systems are strained, causing severe levels of overcrowding within some facilities. At the end of 2019, more than 124 countries reported exceeding their maximum prison occupancy rates.\(^7\) Some of the highest levels of overcrowding reviewed as part of this report include Guatemala at 374%,\(^8\) Honduras at 204%\(^9\) and United Arab Emirates at 160%.\(^10\)

Overcrowding is a serious humanitarian concern.\(^11\) It undermines hygiene, health, safety and human dignity.\(^12\) It denies prisoners their basic rights to safe and clean accommodation with ventilation and minimum floor space where they can sleep, eat, sit, exercise, access toilet and washing facilities and maintain personal hygiene.\(^13\) It also restricts prisoners’ rights to access appropriate healthcare.\(^14\) The effects of overcrowding are dire – the inhumane living conditions lead to tensions and outbreaks of violence, higher rates of deaths in custody, and poor physical health, mental health and rehabilitation outcomes for detainees.\(^15\) Prison overcrowding also negatively affects the entire criminal justice system, resulting in staff demotivation, development of parallel coping mechanisms and corruption.\(^16\)

Since at least 1985, the United Nations has highlighted the high levels of overcrowding that existed in many countries and the need for States to use alternatives to imprisonment to reduce populations and support the reintegration of prisoners.\(^17\) This subsequently led to seminal agreements such as the 1990 United Nations Standard Minimum rules for Non-custodial Measures\(^18\) (Tokyo Rules) which obligates States to develop non-custodial measures to reduce the use of imprisonment from pre-trial to post-sentencing dispositions; the 2010 United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non-custodial Measures for Women Offenders (the Bangkok Rules), and the 2015 United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners\(^19\) (Nelson Mandela Rules).

Addressing prison overcrowding is no doubt challenging. Overcrowding has multiple and cumulative causes, often external to the prison system itself, including other spheres of State responsibility such as social welfare policies, access to health services, education and employment.\(^20\) Key root causes include limited access to justice for people in conflict with the law, overuse of pre-trial detention, punitive drug laws and policies, inappropriate use of imprisonment, lack of non-custodial alternatives, limited prisoner rehabilitation programs as well as offenders’ socio-economic marginalization and inequality.\(^21\) Given the complexity of the issues, long-term, sustainable reductions in overcrowding can

---

\(^4\) Global Prison Trends 2020, Penal Reform International and Thailand Institute of Justice, pg 7
\(^5\) Global Prison Trends 2020, Penal Reform International and Thailand Institute of Justice, pg 7
\(^6\) Global Prison Trends 2020, Penal Reform International and Thailand Institute of Justice, pg 6
\(^7\) Global Prison Trends 2020, Penal Reform International and Thailand Institute of Justice, pg 8
\(^8\) https://prisonstudies.org/country/guatemala
\(^9\) https://prisonstudies.org/country/honduras
\(^10\) https://prisonstudies.org/country/united-arab-emirates
\(^11\) Pg ii, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
\(^13\) Such rights are set out in the Nelson Mandela Rules 12-23.
\(^14\) Such rights are set out in Nelson Mandela Rules 24-35.
\(^15\) Global Prison Trends 2020, Penal Reform International and Thailand Institute of Justice, pg 8
\(^16\) Pg ii, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
\(^18\) A/RES/45/110
\(^19\) A/RES/40/175
\(^20\) Pg iv, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
\(^21\) Pg 35, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
only be achieved with a holistic, coordinated response from a broad range of authorities, including the legislature, judiciary, police, prosecutors, court administration and oversight bodies, as well as society at large.\footnote{https://iranprimer.usip.org/blog/2020/mar/03/coronavirus-spreads-iran%E2%80%99s-prisons
Preparedness, Prevention and Control of COVID-19 in prisons, World Health Organisation, 2020, pg 9}

Despite international commitments to decongest prisons, little progress globally has been made. The prevailing approach of many governments is to be “tough on crime,” leading to progressively more punitive criminal justice policies. Combined with stigmatization of prisoners, community attitudes towards crime, growing inequality and inadequate social safety-nets, holistic criminal justice reform and implementation of non-custodial measures that focus on diversion and rehabilitation of prisoners has been significantly inhibited.

COVID-19 has however provided a unique opportunity for a change in course.

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19
Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

COVID-19 is a respiratory disease that can cause death and spreads from person to person through close human contact, droplets in the air or touching infected surfaces.

It is well documented that prisons act as a source of infection, amplification and spread of infectious diseases within and beyond the prison system.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

Overnight, COVID-19 became a major problem for governments and their congested prison systems. Overcrowded facilities present an insurmountable obstacle for preventing, preparing and responding to COVID-19 and a health response alone is insufficient.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

COVID-19 is not only a risk to prisoners, but also the broader community. Every day large numbers of people come and go from prisons – prison staff, contractors, health professionals, educators and visitors, which creates ample opportunity for COVID-19 to both enter a prison and then be taken back out to the community.

Governments recognized that the risk of rapidly increasing transmission of COVID-19 in prisons would have an amplifying effect on the epidemic, swiftly multiplying the number of people affected.\footnote{Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

Efforts to control COVID-19 in the community would fail unless strong infection prevention and control measures, adequate testing, treatment and care were carried out in prisons.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

Prisoners are more vulnerable to COVID-19 than the general population because of the confined settings in which they reside.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

People in prisons live in very cramped conditions, for prolonged periods of time, with little ventilation.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

They are forced into close proximity with each other, increasing infection and the spread of COVID-19.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

Social distancing is impossible, meaning disease transmission is inevitable.

Hygiene and sanitation are also very poor, with limited access to soap and hand sanitizer. Prisoners share communal bathrooms and eating areas, and typically sleep in shared cells or dormitories. In some cases, cells only distribute lukewarm water, preventing prisoners from effectively washing their hands and bodies, or cleaning their cells.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

Prisoners also typically have a greater underlying burden of disease and worse health conditions than the general population.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

This means the risks for prisoners if they contract COVID-19 are even more severe, and the cost of providing care even higher. However, despite experiencing poorer health, prisoners have very limited access to healthcare.

The first prisoner infected with COVID-19 was identified in Iran as early as February 19, 2020.\footnote{Pg iv and 1, Handbook on Strategies to Reduce Overcrowding in Prisons, UNODC, 2013
Pg 1, WHO Interim Guidance, “Preparedness, prevention and control of COVID-19 in prisons and other places of detention”, 15 March 2020

By February 29, more than 806 prisoners had been infected in
Chinese prisons. Shortly after this, major outbreaks of COVID-19 were being reported in Iran, China and the US.

As the COVID-19 health crisis spread, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Michelle Bachelet, called for States to “not forget those behind bars” and “act quickly to reduce the number of people in detention” as well as implement other prevention measures including use of PPE, physical distancing, much improved sanitation and cleaning practices. A swift, firm, whole of government response aimed at ensuring healthy and safe custody, and reducing overcrowding, would be essential to mitigating the risk of COVID-19 entering and spreading in prisons.

In response to the UN’s call, many governments implemented a range of measures to prevent outbreaks and transmission of the virus. One of the key measures was to reduce prison populations by releasing prisoners and pre-trial detainees and limit new admissions into prison systems. These measures are the subject of this report.

As at November 5, 2020, more than 283,332 prisoners had reportedly contracted COVID-19 across 115 countries with more than 2,537 prisoners in 39 countries having died from the disease.

Approach to report
The first stage in the study was undertaking legal research into prisoner release schemes adopted by governments to understand how such schemes reduced overcrowding. The research included the releases of convicted prisoners as well as pre-trial detainees, and both adults and juveniles.

The jurisdictional research was undertaken by lawyers at DLA Piper with, in some cases, support from law students who are part of DLA Piper’s Global Scholarship Program. Where possible, locally qualified lawyers supported and supervised local law students to undertake the research. The research was conducted between May and July 2020 using a standard scope and format. A copy of the questionnaire is at Annexure B

The questionnaire only considered release measures and steps taken to reduce new prison admissions; it did not consider COVID-19 prevention measures including increased sanitation, PPE, or physical distancing procedures that may have been implemented.

The questionnaire was completed for 53 jurisdictions across Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, North and Central America. A list of those jurisdictions is at Annexure C.

The legal research for the questionnaires was desk-based only. Where possible, the research was conducted using primary source material such as legislation, regulations, and other government documents and statements. However, in a number of jurisdictions, primary source materials were not readily available, and accordingly the research relied on secondary source materials such as media and civil society reports.

Following completion of the individual jurisdiction questionnaires, results were compiled to form the basis of this report. The report was drafted by DLA Piper between September and November 2020.

It is important to note that this report uses the broad term “prisoner” to refer to both a person who has been convicted of an offence (also known as a convicted prisoner or offender) as well as a person who has been charged and is awaiting trial in detention (also known as an untried prisoner, pre-trial detainee or remandee). Where the treatment of a prisoner differed depending on their status as a convicted person or a person on pre-trial detention, a distinction is made and the terms “convicted prisoner” or “pre-trial detainee” are used.

---

37 https://www.jsp.org.pk/covid19-prisoners/
38 https://www.jsp.org.pk/covid19-prisoners/
39 Available at https://www.dlapiper.com/en/us/focus/probono/overview/
Part 2 – Key findings

This section sets out the key findings identified across the 53 jurisdictional reports on prisoner release schemes. The findings are also summarized in an infographic set out at Annexure A.

**Data on COVID-19-related prisoner releases**

**LACK OF DATA**

One of the most concerning but perhaps unsurprising findings in the study was the lack of publicly available, timely, accurate, disaggregated data provided by governments on prisoners released in response to COVID-19. A number of jurisdictions published data on total prisoner populations month by month; however, it was impossible to determine to what extent any reductions were a direct consequence of COVID-19 release measures or otherwise the usual fluctuation in prisoner numbers. Where possible, the jurisdictional research focused on prisoner release data (as opposed to general prisoner population data), but this was not always available.

A number of the jurisdictions in the study have a history of poor data collection with respect to people in detention generally. Such data gaps have been amplified by COVID-19, with about three-quarters of governments in the study failing to publish any official data on the number of prisoners released since the pandemic commenced. One example is Honduras\(^40\), where no up-to-date, official data on people in detention (even pre-COVID-19) was available.

Where no prisoner release data was published by governments, the only available information was figures that were reported in the media as part of statements by government officials or other news reports. In certain jurisdictions, including Northern US states\(^41\) and Germany,\(^42\) capturing data on prisoner releases was particularly complicated by the fact that state and county level prisons do not aggregate their data and therefore there was no complete or comprehensive data set to rely on.

In contrast, some jurisdictions in the study published excellent data on COVID-19 prisoner releases. Typically available on the relevant Corrections Department website, the data was regularly updated and publicly accessible. Some of the best examples of this were Scotland, which published monthly prisoner release numbers, broken down by the offences committed by the prisoner and the length of time the prisoner served for that offence before being released.\(^43\) Pennsylvania (US) also offered transparent data, publishing daily the number of prisoner releases that had been implemented in response to COVID-19.\(^44\)

While no formal data was provided, Washington (US)\(^45\) and Rwanda\(^46\) published the names of the prisoners who were granted early release via executive order.

**ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PRISONER RELEASES**

Given the lack of official data on prisoner releases, the study was unable to confirm the exact number of prisoners released across the 53 jurisdictions in response to COVID-19. Nevertheless, using both official and non-official prisoner release data, it is estimated that, between March and July 2020, at least 475,000 prisoners were released across the jurisdictions in the report. It is, however, noted that the figure of 475,000 includes temporary releases (ie the prisoner was released but required to return to prison after a set period of time) and therefore it is not reflective of a net reduction of people in detention globally. By the time of publication of this report, we estimate that prisoner release programs in the 53 jurisdictions will have exceeded 1 million people.

---

\(^40\) See further Honduras Report, Part 1.
\(^41\) See further various Northern states of United States of America Reports, Part 3.
\(^42\) See further Germany Report, Part 3.
\(^43\) See further Scotland Report, Part 3.
\(^44\) See further Pennsylvania Report, Part 3.
Some of the largest reported prisoner releases were in jurisdictions with no official, supporting data and included:

- Iran which reportedly released 104,000+ convicted prisoners;47
- India which reportedly released 68,200+ prisoners (including both convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees);48
- Iraq which reportedly released 62,000+ prisoners (including both convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees);49
- Ethiopia which reportedly released 40,000+ prisoners (including both convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees);50
- Indonesia which reportedly released 38,000+ convicted prisoners.51

Some of the smallest prisoner releases in total numbers were also in jurisdictions without publicly accessible data including Nevada (US),52 which reportedly only released 115 convicted prisoners and Botswana,53 which only released 164 convicted prisoners.

Without accurate, up-to-date data, it is impossible to determine the true extent to which the number of people in detention has reduced as a direct consequence of specific COVID-19-related release measures, which in turn, has reduced global overcrowding in prisons. It is therefore recommended that, consistent with States’ international obligations, any future prisoner releases are accompanied by regular and timely, publicly available data, disaggregated at the very least by the status of the prisoner (convicted or remandee), age (including juveniles) and gender.

Implementation of prisoner release measures
As discussed above, COVID-19 forced governments to quickly implement measures to reduce prison populations and limit the spread of the virus within facilities. While the causes of overcrowding are complex and cannot simply be resolved through releases, releasing convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees can be an effective strategy to decongest prisons quickly. Releases must however be coupled with a simultaneous strategy of limiting new prison admissions to ensure the released prisoners are not simply replaced by new prisoners in the system.

With regards to releasing prisoners, the study found that governments either released prisoners using existing mechanisms set out in their laws and regulations, and/or they implemented new measures, specific to COVID-19, to facilitate the early release of convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees. Approaches to limiting new prison admissions is discussed further at Part 10.

Of the 53 jurisdictions in the study:

- 40% relied on existing release measures, as set out in existing laws and regulations/decrees;
- 28% relied on new release measures which were specifically created in response to COVID-19 via new legislation or regulations/decrees; and
- 32% relied on a combination of both existing and new release measures.

EXISTING PRISONER RELEASE MEASURES
Non-custodial measures are fundamental elements of all criminal justice systems and required under the Tokyo Rules. Non-custodial measures must balance the rights of offenders, victims and concerns of society for safety and crime prevention. However they can helpfully serve to reduce prison populations by keeping convicted or charged persons out of the prison system and in the community. They are intended to limit institutionalization and assist offenders with reintegration into society.55
Consistent with the Tokyo Rules, all jurisdictions in the study have non-custodial measures set out in their laws which can be used as alternatives to detention at different stages in the criminal justice process (namely at pre-trial, on sentence or post-sentence). The nature and range of such non-custodial measures varied widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, as did the extent to which they were used by governments to respond to COVID-19.

**Non-custodial pre-trial measures**

At the pre-trial stage, the most common non-custodial measure that jurisdictions permitted at law was bail. The use of bail to address overcrowding and release pre-trial detainees is further discussed in Part 7.

**Non-custodial sentencing measures**

At the sentencing stage, there was some variance between jurisdictions as to the extent of non-custodial options available in the relevant criminal procedure legislation.

The vast majority of jurisdictions offered a range of non-custodial sentencing options which included:

- warnings/undertakings
- monetary penalties including fines and compensation
- restitution
- community service orders
- probation
- home detention
- suspended/deferred sentences

In contrast, a few jurisdictions such as Bangladesh, Kuwait and Iraq only permitted one non-custodial sentencing alternative in their criminal legislation, namely, the imposition of fines. Given the limited non-custodial sentencing options available, these countries tended to rely on early release measures (ie post-sentence dispositions) to decongest prisons.

Despite many jurisdictions having a range of non-custodial sentencing options available, there were limited examples of jurisdictions increasingly using such sentences in the wake of COVID-19 to address overcrowding and limit new prison admissions. Some examples of jurisdictions where non-custodial sentences were imposed more frequently after COVID-19 are:

- In NSW (Australia), there was a 3% increase in the imposition of community based corrections orders from March to July 2020.

- In Italy, the Prosecutor of Supreme Court issued a communication to all public prosecutors in the courts of appeal to encourage the application of non-custodial sentencing measures. Following this directive, judges increasingly imposed home detention on the basis of elderly age of offenders and postponed the execution sentence where an offender was in poor health.

- In France, courts allowed the conversion of prison sentences for prisoners convicted of delits (a category of crime punishable by two months to ten years imprisonment) to community service or home detention.

- In Scotland, the terms of the Community Payback Orders (a form of community service) were extended given the inability of prisoners to complete the terms of such sentences due to COVID-19 restrictions.

---

56 See generally Part 2 of the Jurisdictional Reports.
60 See generally Part 4 of the Jurisdictional Reports.
64 Part 6, Sch 4 Coronavirus Act (Scotland) 2020. See further Scotland Report, Part 4.
• In Germany, various state courts increased the number of suspended sentences they imposed on people who failed to pay their court mandated fine instead of imposing substitute prison sentences.\(^{66}\)

• In Nigeria, the Chief Justice issued a directive to all State judges to impose fines instead of imprisonment for people convicted of less serious crimes.\(^{67}\)

• In Jordan, the courts increased their use of written warnings and undertakings as sentencing alternatives to imprisonment where an accused person agreed to quarantine and not breach the law.\(^{68}\)

• Even Honduras, with limited non-custodial sentencing options, reported an increased use in home detention, with an additional 548 people being granted home detention sentences in response to the pandemic.\(^{69}\)

However, while some jurisdictions reported an increased uptake in non-custodial sentencing measures, COVID-19 also had negative implications for the availability such options. Non-custodial sentences were reduced due to the COVID-19 risks for staff overseeing the programs and prisoners involved in such programs. For example, New York (US) suspended their community supervision programs for three months due to the virus risks for staff and prisoners.\(^{70}\)

France reduced the maximum sentence that could be imposed by judges for community service to 35 hours (down from an average 105 hours), which meant the sentencing measure was available to fewer defendants.\(^{71}\) California (US) also suspended transfers of inmates into Male Community Re-entry programs, Custody community Re-entry Programs and the Alternatives to Custody Programs (all alternatives to prison), thereby limiting its operation.\(^{72}\)

Although there was no data available, it is possible that the reduced availability of non-custodial sentencing measures may have resulted in increased custodial sentences in some instances.

**Post-sentence disposition measures**

At the post-sentencing stage, all jurisdictions\(^{73}\) offered at least one measure in their laws which allowed for the early release of prisoners. Common examples of early release measures identified in the study were:

• forms of parole/supervised release
• conditional release
• furlough/temporary release
• home detention with or without electronic monitoring
• pardon/amnesty/clemency

Approximately three-quarters of the jurisdictions in the study relied, to some degree, on existing early release mechanisms to release prisoners. This was a logical and practical response to COVID-19 as it avoided new programs being implemented and allowed existing infrastructure to be employed. Jurisdictions which expanded the operation of existing early or temporary release schemes included:

• England\(^{74}\) and Ireland\(^{75}\) both expanded the criteria for their temporary release programs, allowing more prisoners to access early release from prison.

• In Italy, through its Curia-Italia Decree Law No 27 of 24 April 2020, the government

---


\(^{68}\) See further Jordan Report, Part 4

\(^{69}\) La Tribuna, 60 juvenile offenders will be released from hospital to avoid Covid infections, 16 April 2020, https://www.latribuna.hn/2020/04/16/sacaran-de-internamiento-a-60-menores-infractores-para-evitar-contagios-de-covid-19/. See further Honduras Report, Part 4.


\(^{73}\) See generally Part 2 and Part 5 of the Jurisdictional Reports.


extended the scope of its 18 Months Home Detention measure by amending the exclusions and simplifying the approval procedure, therefore reducing the workload of the administration staff and shortening the decision time by the Supervisory Judge.76

- In Spain, Norway and Minnesota (US), the governments increased the availability of electronic monitoring for prisoners. The Spanish government increased its use of electronic monitoring on inmates who would usually spend the night in penitentiary establishments and instead allowed them to stay at home.77 Through its COVID-19 program, the Norwegian government increased the period electronic monitoring could be used on from four months to six months78 and it expanded its use of electronic control measures to make it more accessible for prisoners to be granted parole who would not otherwise have been eligible.79 In Minnesota (US), electronic monitoring was used to release prisoners who had committed minor offences or were serving a sentence in a county workhouse, allowing them to return home at night80

- In Washington (US), the Department of Corrections granted furlough to an extra 66 people from Work Release Facilities to release them back into the community81

- In Bahrain, the government increased its use of early release measures under its Alternative Sentencing Law, which allowed prisoners to return to the community and participate in rehabilitation programs82

- In Honduras, an additional 173 people were released on parole in response to the pandemic83 Colorado (US) also reported an increase of about 1,000 prisoners on parole between January and May 202084

- In Rwanda, the Attorney General issued a Ministerial Order granting parole to an extra 3,596 prisoners85 Similarly, the South African President issued a Proclamation to grant parole to an extra 19,000 prisoners86

- In Bangladesh, the Home Ministry issued a pardon to 2,889 prisoners as per powers set out the Code of Criminal Procedure87

76 Section 123 of Law Decree No. 18 of 17 March 2020, as converted into law by Law No. 27 of 24 April 2020. See further Italy Report, Part 5.
77 https://www.elmundo.es/espaha/2020/06/18/5ebd4b86c831fd1d8b459.html. See further Spain Report, Part 5.
83 La Tribuna, 60 juvenile offenders will be released from hospital to avoid Covid infections, 16 April 2020, https://www.latribuna.hn/2020/04/16/sacaran-de-internamiento-a-60-menores-infractores-para-evitar-contagios-de-covid-19/ See further Honduras Report, Part 4.
85 Art. 1 of the Ministerial Order No 08/MOJ/AG/20 of 19/05/2020 Granting Release on Parole, Official Gazette no 14 of 19/05/2020. See further Rwanda Report, Part 3 and 5.
• In Uganda,\textsuperscript{88} Ethiopia,\textsuperscript{89} Botswana,\textsuperscript{90} Ghana\textsuperscript{91} and Nigeria\textsuperscript{92} the Presidents used their constitutional powers to issue pardons and grant releases to convicted prisoners. A very small number of early release programs were in fact curtailed on the basis of COVID-19 risks created by prisoners. One such example was in Florida (US), where the Commission on Offender Review (tasked with reviewing mechanisms for prisoner releases including conditional medical release, “control releases” and others) refused to release prisoners in response to COVID-19 and restricted release programs by shutting down and furloughing such programs, to limit the risk that prisoners would transmit COVID-19 to the public.\textsuperscript{93}

**NEW PRISONER RELEASE MEASURES**

Despite all jurisdictions having some form of post-sentence, early release measure and/or non-custodial sentencing option available in existing laws, more than half of jurisdictions determined it was necessary to implement new mechanisms to more effectively and robustly respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. Most governments did so quickly, responding swiftly to the COVID-19 crisis and the UN’s call to decongest prisons. For example, by March 23, 2020, France had introduced new legislation to enable further prisoner releases.\textsuperscript{94} By March 31, 2020, Indonesia declared a public health emergency which quickly precipitated new regulations allowing adult and juvenile prisoner releases by April 1.\textsuperscript{95}

Of the jurisdictions that implemented new release measures, 28% did so by way of new legislation enacted by parliament and 72% did so by way of new executive regulations or decrees issued by governments. The study did not consider whether the use of legislation or regulations/decrees to facilitate prisoner releases was a better approach. Nevertheless, it can be argued that prisoner release measures introduced through legislation are indicative of countries where there was strong, widespread parliamentary support for decongesting prisons. This is despite the fact that enacting legislation is a more time-consuming process because parliament must be sitting to debate and approve the law (parliaments were often shut down during COVID-19) and there must also be a parliamentary support. Examples of jurisdictions where new COVID-19 prisoner release legislation was approved by parliaments included NSW (Australia),\textsuperscript{96} Belgium,\textsuperscript{97} Poland,\textsuperscript{98} Portugal\textsuperscript{99} and Mozambique.\textsuperscript{100} Interestingly, new legislation was proposed in Florida (US),\textsuperscript{101} Lebanon\textsuperscript{102} and

---


\textsuperscript{89} See FDRE Constitution Art 71 (7) with Proclamation No. 840/2014 Art 5(1). See further Ethiopia Report, Part 5.


\textsuperscript{95} Presidential Decree No. 12 of 2020 in response to the COVID19 pandemic. See further Indonesia Report, Part 5.


Guatemala,\textsuperscript{103} but they were not successful due to a lack of parliamentary support.

However, as explained above, the more common approach to implementing new releases measures in the study was through regulations and decrees. Using executive powers has the advantage of release schemes being implemented quicker although the downside is that the measure can be criticized as not having broad parliamentary approval. Examples where governments issued new release measures in regulations and directives included Indonesia,\textsuperscript{104} England and Wales,\textsuperscript{105} Scotland,\textsuperscript{106} Spain,\textsuperscript{107} Kuwait,\textsuperscript{106} Rwanda,\textsuperscript{108} South Sudan\textsuperscript{108} and North American states such as Maryland (US),\textsuperscript{111} Utah (US)\textsuperscript{112} and California (US).\textsuperscript{113}

Irrespective of approach, measures introduced by governments to release prisoners and decongest prisons should ideally be transparent. It was troubling that, in most jurisdictions that implemented new release measures, the relevant COVID-19 laws, regulations or decrees were unavailable for public review. This lack of transparency undermines confidence and prevents scrutiny of the release measure, including whether it has been legally, fairly and appropriately applied by the government.

### Decision-making authority and administrative release process

Depending on the nature and structure of the release scheme, decision-making authority rests with different bodies. Three approaches emerged in the study:

- approval by a government official;
- approval by a senior public servant; and
- approval by the judiciary.


\textsuperscript{104} The Minister of Law and Human Rights Regulation No. 10 of 2020 on the Conditions for the Grant of Assimilation and Integration Rights for Prisoners and Children for the Purpose of Prevention and Handling of COVID-19 Transmission and its implementing regulation, Decree of the Minister of Law and Human Rights No. M.HH-19.PK.01.04.04 of 2020 on the Release of Prisoners and Children through Assimilation and Integration to Prevent COVID-19 Transmission was enacted on 1 April 2020. See further Indonesia Report, Part 5.


\textsuperscript{106} Part 6, Sch 4 Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020. See further Scotland Report, Part 3 and 5.


\textsuperscript{108} See further Kuwait Report, Part 5.

\textsuperscript{109} Art. 1 of the Ministerial Order No 08/MOJ/AG/20 of 19/05/2020 Granting Release on Parole, Official Gazette no 14 of 19/05/2020. See further Rwanda Report, Part 5.


Middle East. For example:

- In Botswana, once a release request is received from a prisoner, the president considers factors including the severity of crime, time remaining on sentence and number of offences committed by the prisoner. The president then uses constitutional powers to grant a pardon and release the prisoner.114 Similarly in Ghana, the president, following recommendations from the Prisons Service Council and in consultation with Council of State, grants prerogative mercy to prisoners using their constitutional powers.115

- In Nigeria, the controller of the relevant prison considers eligible prisoners and makes a recommendation to the State Advisory Council of Prerogative Mercy. The Advisory Council must then consider the recommendation and where approved, recommend the release to the state governor. The state governor then approves the recommendation and grants a pardon using their constitutional powers. The governor’s release order is finally executed by the relevant state chief judge.116

- In South Africa under the Correctional Services Act, the president must approve any release of prisoners on parole via proclamation. As part of the country’s COVID-19 measures, the president issued Proclamation 19 of 2020, which authorized parole for 19,000 low-risk prisoners who had passed the minimum detention period or would approach that period within five years. The president’s decision to grant parole was made following a recommendation of the Parole Board and Correctional Supervision team. The president’s proclamation was assented to on April 24 and commenced on May 8. Following commencement of the proclamation, the Parole Board issued the release decision for each prisoner.117

- In Kuwait, under Decree 87 which related to COVID-19 measures, the Ministry of Interior was responsible for preparing a list of prisoners which was then submitted to Public Prosecutor’s office for review and approval. The Public Prosecutor’s office reviewed the list and determined if any prisoners should not be released because they posed a danger to public security. Once the list was finalized and approved, the deputy prime minister, minister of interior and minister of justice then approved and implemented the Decree which permitted the release of those prisoners.118

- In Pennsylvania (US), the state governor was responsible for approving all COVID-19 prisoner releases. The governor issued a COVID-19 order directing the Department of Corrections to implement a release scheme for prisoners who would otherwise be eligible for release within the 12 months or who are within nine months of their minimum eligibility release date and meet other release criteria. The Department of Corrections then identified eligible prisoners and conferred with the court, the Attorney General and District Attorney General to consider any public safety risks. The Department of Corrections’ recommendation was then submitted to the governor, who issued a conditional reprieve.119

- Portugal implemented a particularly detailed process known as the Special Penalty Pardon Regime which ended with approval by the president.120 Under that scheme, first, the prisoner must authorize the

---


118 Article 9-11 Decree No. 87 of 2020. See further Kuwait Report, Part 12.


release application which was presented by the director of the prison. Once this authorization was obtained, the director of the prison referred the matter within 48 hours to the general-director of reintegration and prison services with an exceptional pardon proposal accompanied by the prisoner’s medical information, the prisoner’s file, criminal record and a calculation of sentence.121
After obtaining the relevant documentation and opinion of the general-director of reintegration and prison services, the proposal was submitted within 48 hours to the Ministry of Justice. The Ministry of Justice then presented the proposal to the President of the Portuguese Republic who, through a Presidential Decree, decided whether to grant the pardon.122 Once granted, the Ministry of Justice then provided the Presidential Decree to the court of enforcement of sentences who issued the corresponding release warrant.123

APPROVAL BY SENIOR PUBLIC SERVANT
In 43% of jurisdictions, approval to release a prisoner was granted by a senior public servant(s) working within the prison or corrections administration. The release was usually then managed exclusively within that department. Examples of this approach were:

• In India, a High Powered Committee which comprised of senior bureaucrats from the prison administration was established to assess and approve prisoner releases in response to COVID-19.124 Similarly in Louisiana (US), a COVID-19 Furlough Review Panel was established to consider the eligibility of prisoners for release.125 The panel included the secretary of department of corrections; director of probation & parole; executive director of pardon and parole board; victim’s advocate; executive director of Louisiana Sheriff’s Association and the executive director of the LA District Attorney’s Association.126 At least a five out of six vote of approval was required for a prisoner to be furloughed.127
• In California (US), the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation was responsible for developing criteria for release on parole and then overseeing the release and supervision process. Based on these criteria, the department identified eligible prisoners who were then screened by a probation officer through a pre-release verification. Where all conditions were satisfied, the department then approved and released the prisoner. Expedited parole releases in response to COVID-19 were effectuated by the departmental secretary’s authority under the Government Code section 8658.128
• In Indonesia under its COVID-19 release programs, a correctional officer provided information on the adult and juvenile prisoners eligible for early release and supporting paperwork to the relevant correctional supervision team. Following this, the correctional supervision team reviewed the documentation and where satisfied, recommended the prisoner’s release to the head of the correctional institution. The head of the correctional institution then approved and granted the release via an issuance of letter (either online or in hardcopy).129

126 Expended Releases, California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, July 2020, https://www.cdcr.ca.gov/covid19/expedited-releases/
127 See further Indonesia Report, Part 13.
• In England and Wales, a list of eligible prisoners was considered by the COVID-19 Offender Management Hub, which worked with probation services and police to assess each individual, including any risks around domestic violence and child safeguarding. The final decision to release a prisoner was made by the COVID-19 Offender Management Hub, as delegated by the Secretary of State.\textsuperscript{130}

**APPROVAL BY JUDGE**

The final approval mechanism used in about a third of jurisdictions was where a judge approves a prisoner’s release. Judicial releases were granted with or without input from the relevant prison administration or corrections department. For example:

• In Kenya following an order from the Chief Justice, judges of the HIGH COURT visited prisons to identify eligible prisoners for release. After a review of individual prisoner files, a High Court judge approved the release of prisoners who had been convicted of minor offences and were serving jail terms of less than six months.\textsuperscript{131} Nigeria adopted a similar approach where state chief judges, following a directive by the relevant chief justice, attended prisons to review individual prisoner files and approve prisoners for release.\textsuperscript{132}

• In Iraq, the Supreme Court ordered the release of 16,000 prisoners as a COVID-19 preventative measure. This decision was subsequently endorsed by the Supreme Judicial Council (a body which comprises the chief and vice-chief of the Court of Cassation, the head of public prosecution, the chief of the Judicial Supervisory Authority and the head of the Court of Appeal).\textsuperscript{133}

• In Italy, Supervisory Judges were given powers to grant home detention upon the request of a prisoner without the need to obtain a report from the prison authority on the prisoner’s behavior. The prison director did however provide an assessment on the suitability of the prisoner for home detention, as well as other certification documents, which were reviewed and approved by the supervisory judge as part of the process.\textsuperscript{134}

• In Spain, a prisoner was required to apply to the Treatment Board which is comprised of series of prison officials. The application involved a series of documents including a release program and follow up plan, a certificate of commitment by prisoner’s family or relatives to provide shelter on release, a statement by the prisoner of the location where they intend to live and that they accept supervision and monitoring by social services.

The Treatment Board then submitted the application to the prison supervisory judge, who assessed the personality of the prisoner, the crime committed, family/social circumstances and prisoner’s conduct while serving their sentence. Where satisfied, the prison supervisory judge then approved and executed the release.\textsuperscript{135}

• In El Salvador, prison supervision judges have the power to grant conditional liberty and order the enforcement of an amnesty, pardon and commutation of sentences. In response to the pandemic, prison supervision judges reviewed individual files of prisoners over 60 years of age with chronic health issues who could be vulnerable to COVID-19 for consideration for release.\textsuperscript{136}

• In Guatemala, prisoners could request early release through their lawyer or the penitentiary system. The release application was then reviewed and approved by the Sentencing Enforcement Judges. In response to COVID-19, the general directorate of the penitentiary system prepared 884 prisoners files and presented them to the Public Defender’s Office and private lawyers, in order to guarantee the right to opt for early release of those prisoners with the sentencing enforcement judges.\textsuperscript{137}


\textsuperscript{134} Article 123 of the Cura Italia Decree. See further Italy Report, Part 13.

\textsuperscript{135} See further Spain Report, Part 13.


APPEAL PROCESSES
Irrespective of whether a government official, public servant or judge was the decision-maker in a prisoner’s release, no jurisdiction in the study provided any appeal procedures for a prisoner to challenge a decision to deny them early release.

PRISONER’S ROLE IN APPLICATION PROCESS AND CONSENT TO RELEASE
It was encouraging that the vast majority of release programs identified in the study did not require particular action to be taken by the prisoner as part of the application process. This meant that a prisoner was not responsible for preparing or lodging a request for release but rather, the release process was conducted automatically and independently by prison or corrections staff. This approach ensured there were no barriers to release in circumstances where a prisoner may be illiterate, unaware of or unfamiliar with the release application process, or lacking a lawyer to represent them. It would be interesting to further analyze release schemes in jurisdictions such as Italy, Spain, Botswana and Bahrain which did require individual prisoners to take specific steps to initiate and progress early release applications and what impact this had on release outcomes.

It was also uncommon in the study that prisoner consent was a formal element of the release determination or administrative process. However, whilst consent may not have been a formal requirement in most jurisdictions, informed and free consent of a prisoner, particularly one who does not want to be released early, should be considered by administrative and judicial authorities as a relevant factor in any release determination.

This was the situation in Norway, which had to amend the operation of its release scheme to incorporate free and informed consent of prisoners. In the initial days of the government’s COVID-19 release program, it was identified that local correctional services were releasing prisoners against their will. This led the Directorate of Norwegian Correctional Services, who decides if a prisoner is eligible, to reiterate to local authorities that early releases should not be forced on prisoners if early release would affect a planned rehabilitation phase or if the preconditions for good reintegration to society were not in place.

Portugal (in respect of the Special Penalty Pardon Regime), Germany (in respect of the Bremen release scheme) and England and Wales also ensured its release schemes were voluntary, therefore guaranteeing the free and informed consent of prisoners was taken into consideration.

With the exception of these few jurisdictions, there was little explicit consideration for the views of prisoners as part of any early release determination.

Prisoner release eligibility criteria
There was no one, uniform approach to the selection of prisoners who were eligible for release under the various COVID-19 release programs. Jurisdictions applied their own specific criteria for assessment which, where available for review, were set out in laws or other government regulations and directives. Nevertheless, one trend was identified – jurisdictions applied eligibility criteria across three key categories:

- eligibility based on the offence committed by the convicted prisoner or pre-trial detainee;
• eligibility based on the status or nature of the sentence being served by the convicted prisoner; and
• eligibility based on the vulnerability of the convicted prisoner or pre-trial detainee.

The majority of jurisdictions adopted a complex eligibility assessment where they applied one or more criteria within each of these three categories. Very few jurisdictions applied just one eligibility criteria for release.

RELEASE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO OFFENCE
The first and perhaps most contentious release eligibility criteria identified in the study was the offence committed by the prisoner.

About 83% of jurisdictions applied release schemes which expressly stated that only prisoners who had been convicted of (or charged with) minor or non-violent offences were eligible for release. Restricting releases to only minor or non-violent prisoners was generally seen as necessary to protect the community from serious, violent offenders who were deemed inappropriate for release. This was not always adopted though. Scotland’s releases included prisoners who had committed robbery, house break-ins, serious assault and attempted murder (although attempted murder was not the primary offence), but it did exclude prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment.147 Rwanda’s Ministerial Order also granted parole to 769 prisoners convicted of violent offences, including torture, assault and attempted murder.

Where the terms of a release scheme were available for review, the study found that eligibility criteria were often framed and drafted by reference to a list of offence exclusions. In other words, the release scheme, as set out in the relevant law or regulation, stated that a prisoner would be eligible for release unless they had committed certain types of serious offences (the offences would be referenced in the relevant penal code). Examples where this approach was adopted by law makers was in Indonesia,149 England and Wales, Italy,151 Pennsylvania (US)152 and California (US)153 where the scheme terms contained a detailed list of excluded criminal offences.

Some jurisdictions were even more specific and only released prisoners by reference to one or more types of offence, for example, only prisoners with outstanding debts from unpaid fines were eligible for release in Germany, Saudi Arabia and Jordan.

It is difficult to determine whether eligibility criteria drafted on the basis of an exclusionary list of offences (as opposed to an inclusionary list) had any impact on the operation of the scheme and numbers of prisoners granted release. One might argue that an exclusionary list is a preferable approach because it is easier for a decision-maker (often administrative prison staff) to apply a list of excluded offences than to determine whether a prisoner’s offence constitutes a “minor” or “non-violent” offence. Further investigation into the link between legal drafting of schemes and release outcomes is recommended.

150 Article 123 of Cura-Italia Decree. See further Italy Report, Part 6.
Irrespective of release eligibility criteria, all countries appeared to impose at least some restrictions on releasing prisoners who had committed very serious, violent crimes. Common offence exclusions included homicide, sexual offences and terrorism.

**Domestic violence offences**

The study also considered the approach to domestic violence offences across the jurisdictions given the particular risks for victims if a perpetrator of such violence is released.

The study found that domestic violence was an express, excluded category of offence in the release programs in about a quarter of jurisdictions (it is noted, however, that not all jurisdictions in the study have penal codes that contain specific domestic violence offences).

Some of the jurisdictions that excluded prisoners charged with, or convicted of, domestic violence offences included Scotland, France, Italy, Portugal, South Africa, India and California (US). Guatemala excluded prisoners from early release where they had been convicted of femicide and while Bangladesh did not exclude domestic violence offenders as such, it excluded prisoners who had been convicted of acid attacks, a category of offence often perpetrated by men against women. Lebanon’s draft bill for a COVID-19 amnesty prisoner release proposed that prisoners convicted of domestic violence offences be excluded from release, but the bill was never passed.

NSW (Australia) did not specifically exclude prisoners who had been convicted of a domestic violence offence; however, the Commissioner of Corrective Services was required to consider the protection of domestic violence victims and any person who the prisoner may reside with on release as a criteria for release. Similarly, in Pennsylvania (US), a prisoner was excluded from release if there were any active protective orders against them.

It is noteworthy that England and Wales went a step further to exclude prisoners where there was simply a risk of domestic violence being committed on release. The scheme stated that eligible prisoners must “not be identified as posing a risk of domestic abuse or a concern about child safeguarding.”

**Drug offences**

The criminalization of drug use and drug possession for personal use remain a key driver of incarceration.
rates globally, with an estimated 470,000 people in prison for drug use only.\textsuperscript{170} People with drug charges or convictions consistently make up large portions of prison populations and therefore significantly contribute to overcrowding levels.

Despite the known link between drug offences and high prisoner populations, the study found that at least 15% of jurisdictions took a punitive approach to drug users and specifically excluded prisoners who had committed drug-related offences from release. Often the exclusions also lacked any differentiation between low-level offences such as drug use and possession and the more serious offences of production or trafficking. Jurisdictions that excluded prisoners with drug convictions or charges included India,\textsuperscript{171} Ghana,\textsuperscript{172} El Salvador,\textsuperscript{173} and Cameroon.\textsuperscript{174} Interestingly, Honduras,\textsuperscript{175} via decree, expanded its application of alternatives to pre-trial detention to reduce the numbers of remandees in prisons however such alternatives were not available to prisoners charged with drug trafficking offences. England and Wales\textsuperscript{176} also excluded children convicted of certain drug offences, including possession of Class A drugs, yet did not impose a similar restriction on adult prisoners.

By comparison, only a few jurisdictions expressly included people convicted of drug offences as a category of prisoners eligible for release (see for example Ethiopia\textsuperscript{177} and Kuwait\textsuperscript{178} where offences did not involve importing, fetching or trafficking). Indonesia also released prisoners sentenced to 5–10 years for drug use who had served at least two-thirds of their sentence but it excluded prisoners serving sentences for other drug crimes.\textsuperscript{179} In Washington (US), prisoners convicted of drug offences with release dates before June 29 were a particular category of prisoners identified for sentence commutation.\textsuperscript{180} In Pennsylvania (US), more than half of the releases under the Governor’s Executive Release order involved prisoners convicted of low-level drug offences (prisoners convicted on drug trafficking offences were excluded).\textsuperscript{181}

**COVID-19 related offences**

As governments placed cities into lockdown and imposed restrictions on citizens’ freedom of movement, it was not unexpected that people would fall foul of such COVID-19 directives and laws. A handful of jurisdictions pre-empted this and excluded such people from release under the schemes. For example, England and Wales,\textsuperscript{182} Scotland\textsuperscript{183} and France\textsuperscript{184} deemed prisoners who had been convicted of a COVID-19-related offence ineligible for early release.


\textsuperscript{171} See further India Report, Part 6 and 17.

\textsuperscript{172} See further Ghana Report, Part 6.


\textsuperscript{178} Article 5 Decree No. 87 of 2020. See further Kuwait Report, Part 6.


Political prisoners
In April 2020, the UN specifically highlighted political prisoners as a class of prisoners who should be prioritized for release in response to COVID-19 given they are often imprisoned without sufficient legal basis.\textsuperscript{185}

Notwithstanding such calls, the approach to releasing political prisoners was mixed. Some jurisdictions like Cameroon\textsuperscript{186} expressly excluded political prisoners from release, whereas Bahrain\textsuperscript{187} identified such prisoners a key category eligible for release under their scheme.

Foreign citizen prisoners
There was also a differing approach to the release of prisoners who were foreign citizens. Jurisdictions such as Indonesia\textsuperscript{188} specifically excluded such prisoners from release; however, in contrast, presidents in Ethiopia,\textsuperscript{189} Uganda,\textsuperscript{190} Botswana\textsuperscript{191} and South Africa\textsuperscript{192} granted a special amnesty for the release of foreign prisoners. The King of Saudi Arabia also ordered the release of foreign detainees held on non-violent immigration crimes.\textsuperscript{193}

Previous criminal conduct of prisoner
Jurisdictions in the study also excluded prisoners from release based on their previous criminal conduct. This appeared to be an attempt to limit the release of habitual offenders or those people who posed a higher risk to community safety. A number of release schemes therefore excluded prisoners who had committed further offences, or been subject to disciplinary proceedings, while in prison (eg North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany\textsuperscript{194} and Pennsylvania (US)).\textsuperscript{195} Botswana,\textsuperscript{196} Cameroon,\textsuperscript{197} Poland\textsuperscript{198} and Guatemala\textsuperscript{199} all took this one step further and expressly excluded prisoners who had been convicted of multiple offences, irrespective of what the offences were and where the offences were committed.

RELEASE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO NATURE AND STATUS OF SENTENCE
The second category of release criteria adopted by about 85% of jurisdictions in the study involved consideration of the status of a prisoner's sentence. Three approaches emerged:

- eligibility based on the period of imprisonment left to serve by the prisoner (in other words, period until earliest release);
- eligibility based on the minimum imprisonment period (in other words, where the prisoner had served a minimum period in prison); and

\textsuperscript{188} Articles 2a. and 2b. of MOLHR Decree 19/2020. See further Indonesia Report Part 9.
\textsuperscript{190} https://www.radookapi.net/2020/05/05/parlement/ouganda-74-pecheurs-congolais-liberes-par-grace-presidentielle. See further Uganda Report, Part 9.
\textsuperscript{197} Article 264 of the Criminal Procedure Code. See further Guatemala Report, Part 6.
• eligibility based on the total sentence imposed on the prisoner.

Jurisdictions commonly adopted one of more of these eligibility requirements, often in conjunction with other criteria relating to the offence or vulnerability of the prisoner.

**Imprisonment sentence left to serve**

Jurisdictions that tied release eligibility to the imprisonment period left to serve by a prisoner included Scotland, Kenya and Nigeria. The period varied widely – from 60 days until release in California (US) up to 12 months in Scotland, to 6 months in Kenya, and 10 years in NSW (Australia).

**Minimum period of imprisonment served**

There were a few jurisdictions that based release eligibility on the prisoner having served a minimum period in prison. For example, Indonesia required prisoners to have served at least half their sentence to be eligible for release on home detention or at least two-thirds of their sentence to be eligible for release without home detention, provided that the total time in prison was a minimum of six months. Louisiana (US) required that certain prisoners had served at least six months in prison and were within six months of their scheduled release date to be eligible for early release.

Ghana also mandated that prisoners must have served at least half their sentence to be eligible for release, whereas India placed different restrictions on a minimum period of imprisonment and, depending on the state, released prisoners who had served anywhere between three months and ten years in prison.

South Africa took a particularly broad approach, granting parole to low-risk prisoners who would reach their minimum detention period within the next five years.

The justification for a prisoner having served a minimum imprisonment period is likely to be driven by the belief that prisoners should be adequately punished before they can be released.

Governments may not want to be seen to be releasing prisoners who have only just commenced an imprisonment sentence for their offence.

**Total imprisonment sentence imposed**

Finally, a number of jurisdictions in the study linked release eligibility to the total sentence imposed on a prisoner. The sentence period that would deem a prisoner eligible for release ranged anywhere from 6 months in Kenya through to 18 months in Italy (in respect of COVID-19-related home detention) to through 3 years in Spain (in respect of conditional release).

A couple of jurisdictions also linked the total sentence imposed on the prisoner to the nature of the

---

206 Section 2(3), The Release of Prisoners (Coronavirus) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 See further Scotland Report, Part 7.


212 Articles 2(2)c. and 23(1) of MOLHR Regulation 10/2020, and Article 2a.1. of MOLHR Decree 19/2020. See further Indonesia Report, Part 7


216 See further India Report, Part 7 and 17.


219 Article 123 of Cura- Italia Decree. See further Italy Report, Part 7.

offence committed by the prisoner. For example, Bangladesh required that the prisoner had committed a minor offence and was sentenced to a minimum of one year to be eligible for release.215

There was, however, a mixed approach to releasing prisoners who had been sentenced to life imprisonment. Countries such as Indonesia,216 Scotland,217 Alabama (US)218 and South Africa219 expressly excluded prisoners serving life sentences due to the serious nature of the offence committed by the prisoner. However, in Bangladesh, a life sentence was not a barrier to release under the president’s sentence commutation. Rather, prisoners who had been sentenced to life could be released provided they had served a minimum of 20 years in prison.220

RELEASE CRITERIA ACCORDING TO VULNERABILITY OF PRISONER

The third category of prisoner release criteria that was adopted by two-thirds of jurisdictions in the study was based on the vulnerability of a prisoner.

Where jurisdictions applied a vulnerability test to determine eligibility for release, it sometimes also involved connecting two vulnerabilities – namely that a prisoner was in poor health and that the prisoner was elderly.

Prisoner health

As explained above, prisoners experience much higher rates of chronic illness than the general population yet have very poor access to healthcare. Just over half of all jurisdictions facilitated the release of prisoners in ill health. This was a particularly important consideration in the COVID-19 pandemic given the higher risk of health complications and death for people with pre-existing, chronic health issues. Indeed, a number of the release schemes specifically called out COVID-19 and the increased risk it posed prisoners as a key determinant for release (see for example NSW (Australia),221 England and Wales,222 Belgium,223 the State of Bremen in Germany224 and El Salvador).225 Other schemes like Nigeria226 and India227 identified prisoners with chronic health issues as eligible for release without specific reference to COVID-19.


221 Criminal (Administration of Sentences) Regulation 2014 s.330. See further NSW (Australia) Report, Part 8.


223 Article 7, al. 1 of Royal Decree No. 3. See further Belgium Report, Part 8.


227 See further India Report Part 7 and 17.
Where a vulnerable prisoner was seeking release on the basis of their poor health, medical evidence was sometimes required to support such an application for release (see for example El Salvador\footnote{Penal Code Article 86 \url{https://www.asamblea.gob.sv/sites/default/files/documents/decretos/C0AB56F8-AF37-4F25-A090-06A5401C0BA7.pdf} and \url{https://www.laprensagrafica.com/el salvador/Penales-pide-libertad-para-557-reos-por-riesgo-de-COVID-19-en-El-Salvador-20200325-0128.html} See further El Salvador Report, Part 8} and Guatemala).\footnote{Congress of the Republic of Guatemala, Decree 33-2006. Ley del Régimen Penitenciario, Article 69. See further Guatemala Report, Part 8.} It is unknown whether such medical evidence was easily accessible and obtainable by prisoners or prison staff, especially given the impact of COVID-19 on strained health systems and health professionals.

Prisoner age
About 38% of jurisdictions imposed eligibility criteria based on the age of a prisoner. Similarly to chronic health issues, the apparent rationale was that elderly prisoners were more likely to contract COVID-19 and suffer more serious health consequences.


Female prisoners, including pregnant, breastfeeding and those with children in prison
There was however no data in the study on how many releases fell into this category.

**OTHER RELEASE CRITERIA**

Further to the three key categories of criteria described above, a range of additional criteria were identified in the study as part of COVID-19 prisoner release determinations. These extra criteria included the availability of accommodation for the prisoner on release, whether there were outstanding fines/debts owed by the prisoners and general risks to the community arising from release.

**Accommodation and livelihood**

About a third of jurisdictions considered the availability and/or suitability of accommodation for a prisoner on release as an eligibility criterion. Belgium\(^{244}\) required the prisoner to have a fixed address where they can be released to, and Texas (US)\(^{245}\) required that a prisoner’s release address undergo a review and verification process. Indonesia\(^{246}\) required a letter of guarantee from family members that the prisoner be released to their home. Other North American states, including Minnesota (US)\(^{247}\) Louisiana (US) and Utah (US)\(^{248}\) also required the prisoner to have housing plans identified as a prerequisite to release.

A few European jurisdictions considered the livelihood of the prisoner as a criterion for release. In Bremen in Germany,\(^{249}\) a prisoner without housing, healthcare and livelihood secured was excluded from release. In Spain,\(^{250}\) a prisoner needed to have employment or other living means available to them in order to be released. Belgium\(^{251}\) required prisoners to have sufficient means of subsistence as a release precondition.

**Outstanding fines**

Only a very small number of jurisdictions (8%) considered the status of any outstanding fines owed by a prisoner as a condition of release. This meant that in Guatemala\(^{252}\) and Bangladesh\(^{253}\) where a prisoner had outstanding fines, they were prevented from being released early. South Sudan adopted a different but still problematic approach to COVID-19 releases – allowing the temporary release of prisoners who had committed minor offences for a period of 30 days but with a requirement that the prisoners resolve any outstanding fines or debts during the release. If the prisoner failed to do so within the 30 days, they would be rearrested.\(^{254}\)

Fortunately, under the Indonesian scheme, while consideration was given to the status of any outstanding fines owed by the prisoner, those fines could be worked off by the prisoner through additional supervision on release.\(^{255}\) This is a practice that should be explored in other jurisdictions instead of penalizing prisoners who cannot repay fines and preventing their release.

---

\(^{244}\) Article 7, al. 1 of Royal Decree No. 3. See further Belgium Report, Part 9.


\(^{250}\) Article 195 Penitentiary Regulations. See further Spain Report, Part 9.

\(^{251}\) Article 8 of Royal Decree No. 3. See further Belgium Report Part 12.

\(^{252}\) Articles 78 to 82 Criminal Procedure Code. See further Guatemala Report, Part 9.


\(^{255}\) Articles 6, 7 and 21 of MOLHR Regulation 10/2020. See further Indonesian Report, Part 13.
Criteria that ties a prisoner's eligibility for release to stable accommodation (discussed above) or availability of income is troubling as it discriminates against and excludes homeless, financially vulnerable and very disadvantaged prisoners from release. Rather than imposing such eligibility criteria, a government should be supporting prisoners to identify appropriate accommodation or waive debt obligations to ensure no prisoner is unfairly discriminated against on the basis of their disadvantage.

Risks to community and victims' wishes
The last criteria that about a third of jurisdictions embedded into release schemes was consideration for a victim's wishes or an express assessment of community risk arising from release. For example, Poland\(^\text{256}\) included criteria that the prisoner must have a "positive criminological prediction" to be eligible for release. England and Wales\(^\text{257}\) determined that the prisoner must be assessed as low or medium risk of serious harm. Other jurisdictions that undertook a similar assessment of community risk included NSW (Australia),\(^\text{258}\) Scotland,\(^\text{259}\) Kuwait,\(^\text{260}\) Nevada (US),\(^\text{261}\) and California (US),\(^\text{262}\) Alabama (US),\(^\text{263}\) and Maryland (US)\(^\text{264}\) prioritized the needs of victims as part of the release determination, ensuring that victims were notified in advance of any release and they had the opportunity to express their view. Colorado (US)\(^\text{265}\) required sign-off from Victims' Services before releasing any prisoner.

In contrast, Indonesia was the sole jurisdiction in the study that considered specific risks to the prisoner on release. Specifically, the Indonesian COVID-19 release scheme excluded prisoners whose "life would be threatened upon release."\(^\text{266}\) This criteria clearly prioritizes the interests of prisoners; however, it is unclear if any prisoners in Indonesia were deemed ineligible for release on this basis (and if this provision was used to unfairly discriminate against any prisoners).

Conditions attached to prisoner releases
Once a prisoner satisfied the eligibility criteria, it was common for conditions to be imposed as part of the government's agreement to release them. Although a few jurisdictions imposed no express conditions, three-quarters of jurisdictions in the study imposed at least one condition, ranging from regular reporting obligations through to intensive electronic monitoring.

GOOD BEHAVIOR AND REGULAR SUPERVISION
The most common condition attached to release in 42% of jurisdictions was that a prisoner must be of good behavior and not commit any further offences after being released. If a further offence was committed, the release would be revoked and the prisoner returned to prison. The condition to maintain good behavior was applied in release schemes in Norway,\(^\text{267}\) Kuwait,\(^\text{268}\) UAE,\(^\text{269}\) Mozambique,\(^\text{270}\) and...
North American states including Alabama (US)\textsuperscript{271} and New York (US)\textsuperscript{272}.

About a third of jurisdictions also imposed some level of supervision by corrections staff (commonly where the prisoner was placed on parole). India,\textsuperscript{273} Rwanda,\textsuperscript{274} Honduras,\textsuperscript{275} Portugal\textsuperscript{276} and California (US)\textsuperscript{277} were examples of jurisdictions that imposed such supervision requirements.

Indonesia adopted a particularly unique and flexible approach to supervision of released prisoners. Given the challenges posed by COVID-19 and risks for corrections staff associated with face-to-face supervision meetings, the Prison Authority permitted supervision through online means. The new approach allowed prison staff to supervise released prisoners via phone, video call, SMS or WhatsApp. Following these supervision “meetings,” a supervision report would be prepared by the relevant parole officer with minutes of the meeting taking place and the report would then be submitted to the Head of the Regional Office of Ministry of Law and Human Rights.\textsuperscript{278} Although there has been no formal evaluation of Indonesia’s use of technology to supervise released prisoners, it is recommended that more

\textsuperscript{271} Alabama Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 7.3 See further Alabama Report, Part 12.


\textsuperscript{273} “This is how prisons across India plan to release and track 34,000 inmates” (https://theprint.in/health/this-is-how-prisons-across-india-plan-to-release-and-track-33900-inmates/392108/). See further India Report, Part 12.

\textsuperscript{274} Art. 2 Para 1 (1°) Presidential Order Nº 067/01 of 19/05/2020 Granting Collective Pardon, Official Gazette nº 14 of 19/05/2020. See further Rwanda Report, Part 12.


\textsuperscript{278} Paragraphs 5b.5) and 6) of Dirjen-PAS 516/2020. See further Indonesia Report, Part 12.
jurisdictions explore the use of technology to conduct remote supervision.

HOME DETENTION AND ELECTRONIC MONITORING
A more severe condition imposed on release was that a prisoner must submit to home detention. This condition was imposed in release schemes in jurisdictions including Indonesia, Nigeria, Louisiana (US) and Minnesota (US).

Italy is a jurisdiction worth highlighting as good practice based on its innovative approach to supporting homeless prisoners with home detention obligations.

Recognizing that homeless prisoners would be unable to meet home detention conditions but should not be denied the right to access early release, the Italian government allocated specific funding to ensure such prisoners had accommodation where they could undertake home detention on release.

The most restrictive condition imposed on released prisoners in about a fifth of jurisdictions was that the prisoners submit to electronic monitoring for the duration of their release. Electronic monitoring was a fundamental condition in the COVID-19 release schemes in jurisdictions including England and Wales, Italy, Poland, Washington (US) and Guatemala. It is also notable that Jordan invested in additional electronic monitoring bracelets to facilitate more prisoner releases in response to the pandemic (before COVID-19, electronic monitoring as an early release option was not widely used in the country).

COMPLIANCE WITH COVID-19 DIRECTIONS
In addition to the above requirements, 13% of jurisdictions including Belgium, Poland and Botswana imposed COVID-19 related conditions on release such as the following:

279 Article 2a.4 of MOLHR Decree 19/2020. See further Indonesia Report, Part 12.
281 No official government document found. However, the LA-DPSC’s official press release was found at https://myemail.constantcontact.com/DOC-Creates-COVID-19-Furibough-Review-Panel.html?srchid=112580498827&aset=smi-01qamp; C. Please note that the plan was suspended as of June. (https://thelensnola.org/2020/06/03/doc-to-suspend-prisoner-release-program-as-state-enters-phase-two-of-reopening/) See further Louisiana Report Part 12.
283 https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_11_1.page?contentId=SPR264443&previsiousPage=mg_2_21 See further Italy Report, Part 4.
285 Article 123 of Cura-Italia Decree. See further Italy Report, Part 12.
286 Article 43n § 1 Executive Penal Code. See further Poland Report, Part 12.
288 Articles 78 to 82 Criminal Procedure Code. See further Guatemala Report, Part 12.
290 Article 8 of Royal Decree No. 3. See further Belgium Report, Part 12.
291 Article 123 of Cura-Italia Decree. See further Italy Report, Part 12.
292 Article 14c Section 1 Act of March 2, 2020. See further Poland Report Part 5.
as complying with government directives, undertaking testing and agreeing to quarantine on release. Iran\textsuperscript{293} in particular required that prisoners tested negative to COVID-19 before being released despite reports of limited or unavailable COVID-19 testing facilities for prisoners. Maryland (US)\textsuperscript{294} imposed 14 days of self-quarantine on prisoners on release and also refused releases for prisoners who tested positive for COVID-19.

While such COVID-19 directions may seem fair and reasonable, compliance may be challenging for many prisoners who are without accommodation on release and therefore cannot quarantine or self-isolate.

In this regard, California (US) is an example of good practice where extensive steps were taken to support prisoners with COVID-19 conditions. Shortly after the pandemic hit, the Californian authorities recognized that prisoners may not be able to comply with quarantine or self-isolation obligations where they do not have housing on release, cannot socially distance within their accommodation or need to live with elderly family members. To address this, the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation offered those prisoners accommodation placement assistance so they could quarantine safely and in compliance with government health directives.\textsuperscript{295}

England and Wales also allocated GBP5 million funding to support Homelessness Prevention Taskforces to secure accommodation for prisoners released through the End of Custody Temporary Release scheme who did not have suitable accommodation to return to.\textsuperscript{296} This ensured those prisoners could comply with any COVID-19-related isolation requirements once back in the community.

**OTHER CONDITIONS**

A few other conditions were identified in the study which, on their face, appear unreasonable and unjustified.

The first example was in England and Wales\textsuperscript{297} and Ireland\textsuperscript{298} where restrictions were placed on a prisoners’ freedom of expression after being released. Under the terms of those COVID-19 release schemes, released prisoners were prohibited from contacting media or using social media to upload any material. This measure raises concerns with respect to freedom of expression and other civil rights.

The second example was in South Africa, where a prisoner released under the COVID-19 scheme was required to provide a set of fingerprints and DNA samples to the South African police.\textsuperscript{299} It is unclear whether this was a new requirement imposed only on prisoners released through a COVID-19 program, or a uniform requirement applied to all released prisoners. Further analysis is required to determine the appropriateness of such a condition (or whether COVID-19 released prisoners were being unfairly targeted).

**Duration of prisoner releases**

The study found that jurisdictions adopted varied approaches to the duration of prisoner releases in response to COVID-19. Either jurisdictions imposed temporary releases for a short, fixed period of time, or permanent releases where prisoners were permanently released back into the community, or a combination of both temporary and permanent releases.

**TEMPORARY RELEASE**

About 17% of jurisdictions in the study imposed temporary release measures only. This meant that at the end of the declared COVID-19 health emergency or another determined period, all released


\textsuperscript{299} See further South Africa Report, Part 9.
prisoners must return to prison and continue to serve their sentence or pre-trial detention. Generally, the time spent on temporary release did count towards that prisoner’s overall sentence or pre-trial detention period.

Examples of temporary release measures included Haryana in India, which imposed a six-week parole period after which prisoners needed to return. In Berlin in Germany, prisoners serving substitute sentences for failing to pay fines were temporarily released from March 16 until July 15 only. South Sudan released prisoners for 30 days, during which they were required to resolve any outstanding fines or else return to prison. Under the furlough scheme in Iran, 100,000 prisoners were released for a temporary period only (the period was subject to one-month extensions as determined by the government), Honduras’ permitted prisoners on pre-release to stay in their own homes under house arrest for the duration of the COVID-19 health emergency, and Poland also temporarily released prisoners with the requirement that they return to prison three days after the end of the declared state of emergency.

The problem with the use of temporary releases in response to COVID-19 is that they fail to address systemic overcrowding and decongest prisons in the longer term. As soon as the temporary release period is over, the prison population simply returns to the same overcrowded levels it was pre-COVID-19.

PERMANENT RELEASE
Some 85% of jurisdictions in the study offered some degree of permanent release measure – either under existing or new measures.

Permanent releases were typically adopted in jurisdictions where the prisoner was granted a government amnesty or pardon such as in Bangladesh, UAE, Uganda and Portugal (under the Partial Pardon and Special Penalty Pardon Regimes). Permanent releases were also implemented in specific COVID-19 release schemes, including in Belgium (under the Anticipated Release scheme), Spain (under the conditional release scheme), Washington (US) (under the Rapid Re-Entry Program), Honduras (where released on parole) and El Salvador (where released on conditional liberty).

When an early release is permanent, a prisoner is released into the community to serve out the balance of their sentence. Permanent releases are a more effective, long-term strategy to prison decongestion and, at the same time, support the rehabilitation and reintegration of prisoners back into the community. Where possible, jurisdictions should always prioritize designing permanent...
release schemes over temporary schemes as a strategy to address prison overcrowding.

**Release of pre-trial detainees**

Pre-trial detainees occupy large portions of prisoner populations in many countries. In the study, some of the highest reported levels of remandee populations were:

- Bangladesh at 81% of prison population;315
- Nigeria at 71% of the prison population;316
- Florida (US) at 67% of the prison population;317
- Saudi Arabia at 58% of the prison population;318 and
- Honduras at 55% of the prison population.319

High rates of pre-trial detention exist despite international human rights norms that pre-trial detention only be used as a measure of last resort and, if imposed, should last no longer than is necessary. However, even with these protections, many people on remand are there unlawfully, for unreasonably long periods of time and living in squalid conditions.

- Just fewer than half the jurisdictions in the study recognized the high number of pre-trial detainees in their prison populations and the urgent need to release them as a decongestion measure. Unfortunately, however, those jurisdictions published almost no data on remandee releases and therefore it is impossible to estimate what impact such release measures had on total prison populations. Some of the largest reported releases were in Iraq,320 which released 40,000 pre-trial detainees and Bangladesh,321 which released more than 29,000 pre-trial detainees on bail. In Nigeria,322 a presidential directive ordered the release of more than 52,000 pre-trial detainees (although it is unclear if all such releases were in fact implemented).

**EXISTING RELEASE MEASURES**

The vast majority of jurisdictions in the study had measures in place to release pre-trial detainees within existing criminal justice systems (even if those measures were not used to respond to COVID-19). The most common of those measures were bail. Bail is often a quick and effective way to release pre-trial detainees, although it typically involves a hearing and determination by a judge.

- Some examples where bail provisions were relied on to release pre-trial detainees in response to COVID-19 were in NSW (Australia),323 England and Wales,324 Spain325 and Utah (US).326 In those jurisdictions, judges actively used existing powers under bail laws to release remandees from pre-trial detention. Under the COVID-19 Directive in the UAE,327 the Dubai Police and Prosecution ordered that prisoners charged with minor offences, including financial crimes and minor assault, be released on bail. In Florida (US),328

---

the majority of pre-trial detainee releases were authorized by local decision-makers in various county sheriff’s offices. The decision to release did not depend on whether the detainee was accused of a misdemeanor or felony but rather the subjective judgment of each sheriff that the offence was “low-level” and “non-violent.”

Judges in Bangladesh, Lebanon and Kenya were particularly innovative in their approach to releasing pre-trial detainees on bail through their adoption of technology. In Bangladesh, following the closure of criminal courts due to COVID-19, the Supreme Court’s Reform Committee enacted a special ordinance permitting the establishment of virtual courts for judges to hear bail applications by remandees. The courts took place over videoconference and, over the course of ten business days, the judiciary heard 33,287 bail applications. As at June 9, 2020, it was reported that 29,692 pre-trial detainees had been released on bail following a virtual court hearing.

Although the Bangladesh response has been widely praised for its success, the virtual courts have also been criticized on the basis that they were not available to all pre-trial detainees. Legal advocates argued that very poor and remote pre-trial detainees were denied the opportunity to make bail applications because the virtual courts were only accessible to people who could access legal aid in cities, through their families.

Lebanon also adopted a proactive approach to releasing pre-trial detainees. First, the Attorney General issued a circular advising against pre-trial detention except in extreme cases and ordered the immediate release of suspects if their pre-trial detention had been for longer than 24 hours without appearing before the public prosecutor.

This collaboration between the courts, prisons and bar association reportedly resulted in the release of 350 pre-trial detainees.

The Kenyan judiciary also relied on Skype and Zoom to run virtual bail hearings while courts were shut down during the pandemic. This initiative was supported by the Kenyan Law Society, which donated computers and webcams to prisons to facilitate remandees’ involvement in online hearings.

Interestingly in Nigeria, judges did not rely on bail laws but instead used their powers under the Criminal Justice Release from

Custody (Special Provisions) Law to release pre-trial detainees who had been in custody longer than the maximum period of imprisonment for the crime for which they were detained. It was also reported that the Nigerian government issued a Directive to the Nigerian Correctional Services to release some 52,226 pre-trial detainees.  

**NEW RELEASE MEASURES**

Where pre-trial release measures were not available in existing criminal processes or additional release measures were required, a few jurisdictions implemented new programs to release pre-trial detainees in response to COVID-19.

The new pre-trial detainee release programs that were implemented in the study often operated in a similar way to the release programs for convicted prisoners – the scheme was set out in law or regulation with specific eligibility criteria to protect the community and ensure violent offenders would not be released. For example, some of the key provisions in COVID-19 pre-trial detainee release programs were:

- Certain states in India released pre-trial detainees charged with certain crimes where the maximum penalty was less than seven years.
- Mozambique released pre-trial detainees under its Amnesty Law where they were charged with crimes punishable by up to one year imprisonment.
- The National Council on the Administration of Justice in Kenya required that judges release all petty and traffic pre-trial detainees on cash bail or free police bond instead of remanding them in custody.
- Jordan released pre-trial detainees awaiting trial for security offences and those in pre-trial administrative detention. It also released certain remandees after considering the merits of their cases and confirming they were no threat to themselves or society.
- The governor of Alabama (US) issued an Executive Order releasing pre-trial detainees who had allegedly violated the terms of their parole or probation, had been in custody for more than 20 days and were still waiting to have a hearing in relation to the violation.
- In Maryland (US), the Court of Appeals Order required judges to quickly facilitate bond reviews for pre-trial detainees and hold hearings for pre-trial detainees held on charges of nonviolent crimes and minor probation violations.
- Honduras amended its Criminal Code to specifically enable a judge to apply alternatives to pre-trial detention provided there was no severe risk of escape. The expansion of alternative measures to pre-trial detention did not, however, apply to people charged with crimes such as drug trafficking, rape, or crimes related to gangs. To seek an alternative to pre-trial detention under the decree, an accused person needed to submit their request to a judge by email.

One highly effective release policy implemented in the US states of Pennsylvania (US) and California (US) was the elimination of cash bail. Cash bail requires that a defendant must provide money to the court to guarantee their appearance at trial or hearing. In many cases, the standard bail amount is set for the relevant offence, but judges often have broad discretion to

---

339 See further India Report, Part 10 and 17.
raise or lower the bail amount. If a defendant cannot provide the bail money, they are remanded in custody. Cash bail has been widely criticized as discriminating against people of limited financial means, disproportionately affecting people of color, and its use significantly increases the pre-trial prison population in the US.

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, the Judicial Council in California (US) issued a state-wide rule setting bail for most misdemeanors and some low-level felonies at USD0. This resulted in the automatic release of large numbers of pre-trial detainees who had been unable to post bail in their cases. Judges in Pennsylvania (US) similarly used their discretion to eliminate cash bail requirements and release those pre-trial detainees.

CONDITIONS ON RELEASE
Where pre-trial detainees were released, it was common that some restrictions were imposed as conditions of release particularly to be of good behavior and reporting obligations (similar to bail conditions). Indonesia released pre-trial detainees but also placed them on home detention.

INCREASING RATES OF PRE-TRIAL DETENTION
While good progress was made in releasing pre-trial detainees from prisons (either through existing legal mechanisms or new ones) a number of jurisdictions also took steps that had the unintended effect of increasing prison populations.

When the pandemic first erupted, many governments responded by closing courts and postponing or suspending criminal trials. Such court closures – while intended to limit the risk of transmission of COVID-19 within court systems and the broader community – also prolonged the detention of remandees. This is turn inhibited efforts to reduce pre-trial prison populations during the court shutdown period.

A few jurisdictions attempted to respond to the increasing detention levels of remandees. In Nigeria, State Chief Judges were ordered to establish special courts to try cases of armed robbery, banditry, kidnapping and other serious offences to facilitate speedy trials and ensure defendants had their matters dealt with quickly, rather than remaining on remand and increasing congestion. Similarly, Guatemala established two mobile courthouses in two prisons to continue to hear habeas corpus matters and arraignments and avoid the transfer of prisoners to court houses but, despite the operation of such courts, it was also reported that more people were detained in prisons after the first three months of the pandemic than before COVID-19.

France was one jurisdiction which enacted new measures that specifically increased pre-trial detention. Under its COVID-19 ordinance, pre-trial detainees could have their detention extended:

- where the maximum penalty for the offence was less than or equal to five years, pre-trial detention could be extended for two months;
- where the maximum penalty for the offence exceeded

---

five years, pre-trial detention could be extended for three months; and

- where the person was awaiting trial before the court of Appeal, pre-trial detention could be extended for six months.352

This appears to be in stark conflict with human rights principles that pre-trial detention should only be used as a measure of last resort and for the shortest period possible.

It is recommended that jurisdictions look closely at all options for the release of pre-trial detainees in their existing systems and, if not available, implement new measures. Close attention should also be paid to ensure COVID-19 health responses do not inadvertently and unreasonably increase the numbers of pre-trial detainees, therefore adding to overcrowding levels.

Release of children in prison

In 2019, at least 410,000 children353 were globally detained in prisons or detention centers as eligible for release in response to COVID-19. A GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF PRISONER RELEASES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Research into release programs applicable to children was challenging due to there being a considerable gap in publicly available information and data. Often governments referred to children being eligible for release in response to COVID-19, but there was no data to confirm whether such releases had in fact occurred.

For example, Malawi identified juvenile prisoners convicted of petty offences and those who had served a significant portion of their sentences for moderate crimes in the list of eligible prisoners, but there was no reports of any releases.359 Similarly, Rwanda identified children in pre-trial detention as eligible for release but no further information about releases was available.360 England and Wales,361 Scotland362 and Italy363 applied the same release eligibility criteria to children in detention centers as to adults in prisons, although there was no data supporting any releases (the only difference in the Italian program was that released children were not required to submit to electronic monitoring but they were required to undertake an educational program as part of the release scheme).

Other practices that emerged in the study where children in prisons or detention centers were released included:

- In Indonesia, children who had served at least three months of their sentence or who would have served at least half of their sentence by December 31, displayed good behavior and actively participated in educational programs as part of a release scheme.

---
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correctional programs were entitled to release with home detention. Further, children who had served at least half their sentence and displayed good behavior were entitled to conditional release without home detention.364

• In Bangladesh, through the implementation of virtual courts established by the Supreme Court Reform Committee, judges heard bail applications using video conferencing facilities which resulted in the release of 489 children in pre-trial detention.365 This meant any child currently held in prison was released.

• In Berlin in Germany, the government temporarily suspended the enforcement of all juvenile sentences for the duration of the emergency COVID-19 decree.366 This meant any child currently held in prison was released.

• South Sudan released 85 child prisoners as part of the country’s COVID-19 response measures on the basis that the children had committed only minor offences (the 11 children who reportedly remained in prison had committed serious crimes).367

• In California (US), following the state wide emergency bail rule which set bail at USD0, 21 children who could not previously post cash bail were released.368 In March 2020, the government also placed a short suspension on all new juvenile admissions, which limited the number of children entering detention facilities during that month.369

• In Colorado (US), the Governor’s Executive Order required that children who were not sentenced as Aggravated or Violent Juvenile Offenders were released from custody and placed under the supervision of Juvenile Parole services.370

• Honduras released 60 children on the basis that they had served half of their up to two-year sentence for minor crimes, and where they had complied with re-educational measures. The other criteria for release included that children were charged with minor crimes and were still awaiting trial, or they suffered from illness. The releases were implemented by the Inter-institutional Commission of Juvenile Criminal Justice, which comprised of sentencing enforcement judges, prosecutors and public defenders, among others.371

While the above jurisdictions were examples of good practice, the study also revealed the concerning response by the government in Portugal, which specifically excluded child prisoners from release. The justification given by the government was that children are young and therefore the COVID-19 health risks were lower. Further, the government argued that juvenile detention centers had lower density rates than adult prisons and therefore social distancing was feasible and transmission risks lower.372 Whether such justifications were reasonable and appropriate is questionable given what is known about the high transmission rates of COVID-19 in places of poor sanitation and hygiene like prisons and detention centers.

Florida (US) also reported a 6% increase in detention levels of children in prisons in May 2020. A recent study concluded that “after a surge of releases in March, young people were less likely to be released from detention in April.

364 Articles 3(2)(a); and (b), 11(a) and (b) of MOLHR Regulation 10/2020 and Article 2(b)(2) of MOLHR Decree 19/2020. See further Indonesia Report, Part 15. M Moneruzzaman, “Over 33,000 prisoners get bail, jails free 29,692”, New Age Bangladesh, 13 June 2020, https://www.newagebd.net/article/108298/over-33000-prisoners-get-bail-jails-free-29692. See further Bangladesh Report, Part 15


and May than they were before the pandemic started. This increase in detention rates was despite efforts by Florida officials to issue civil citations instead of arresting children in conflict with the law. and should be explored further.

Support measures available to prisoners on release
Before completion of a sentence, human rights principles require that steps be taken to assist a prisoner with their reintegration into society. Governments should also provide efficient aftercare for the prisoner to support their social re-integration. This means that, as far as possible, released prisoners should be provided with identification papers, have suitable homes and work to go to, be suitably and adequately clothed, and have sufficient means to both reach their destination and maintain themselves following their release.

In the study, there were mixed examples of support measures available for released prisoners. About a third of jurisdictions, particularly across Africa, Asia and the Middle East, did not report any support measures available to prisoners on release (pre – or post-COVID-19). In contrast, the remaining two-thirds of jurisdictions reported some level of support for prisoners, including programs related to accommodation, financial support, counselling, drug and alcohol rehabilitation and employment. All such programs were, however, in place pre-COVID-19 and there were almost no examples of such programs being expanded or receiving additional funding to assist with the sudden increase in released prisoners in the community in the wake of the pandemic.

Only a handful of jurisdictions in the study implemented new programs to specifically support prisoners released in response to COVID-19. The new supports were typically minor and involved small grants of financial or in-kind support such as in Nigeria, where the government provided prisoners with small sums of money on release and funded transport back to their home towns. In England and Wales mobile phones were also given to prisoners to ensure they could remain in contact with corrections staff remotely.

The notable exceptions were South Africa and Pennsylvania (US). In South Africa, the government responded to the COVID-19 crisis by implementing a program that provided special social grant funds to prisoners released on parole. Additional community corrections officers were deployed to work with the new prisoners on parole to ensure they were successfully reintegrated into society and the Gender-Based Command Centre also made more counselling sessions available. Further, the government expanded their social assistance program to ensure released prisoners were able to access unemployed social assistance package.

Pennsylvania (US) also implemented a special support program for prisoners released during COVID-19. The tailormade program included several days of release planning with each prisoner, preparing and connecting them to treatment programs in the community, organizing release transportation and undertaking medical screening to ensure sick prisoners were not being released and placed at risk. Where prisoners needed medical assistance or had health issues, they were provided with the necessary supply of medication and were connected with medical providers in the community. The program also involved parole agents assisting the released prisoners with job training and employment skills and making referrals for the

---
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378 See further Nigeria Report, Part 14.

It should be noted that several countries introduced enhanced social safety nets and social welfare programs during the pandemic which were available to the wider community and in many instances were also available to early release prisoners, even if not specifically designed as a form of post-release support.

When granting early release to large numbers of prisoners within a short period of time, it is recommended that an assessment of aftercare services and support be conducted to ensure the capacity of such services can be expanded to support all newly released prisoners. Consideration should be given to the expansion of existing services (like in South Africa) or whether new bespoke programs are required (like in Pennsylvania).

Mechanisms to reduce new prison admissions
Recognizing the need for a dual strategy to reduce prison populations during COVID-19, many jurisdictions in the study implemented specific measures to reduce new prison admissions in parallel to release schemes.

Approximately half the jurisdictions in the study adopted measures to limit new prison admissions in response to COVID-19. Governments typically described such measures as temporary – only for the duration of the health crisis – but it is possible such programs might survive the pandemic, especially as government debt has increased and new pressures on government budgets have emerged, in particular the need for increased spending on public health.

One of the most common responses to reducing new prison admissions was to ensure pre-trial detention was a measure of last resort and alternatives to arrest were employed. Governments in Indonesia, Nigeria and Lebanon issued specific orders to police and prosecution departments to refrain from detention of suspects, reserving it for only the most serious of crimes. In Texas (US) and Florida (US), certain sheriffs’ offices required the use of cite and releases (a notice where a person is issued with a citation and allowed to return home on the agreement that they attend court at a later date) instead of arresting and admitting them to jail. In Los Angeles, California (US),\footnote{https://www.governor.ca.gov/content/press/releases/statement-on-judiciary-sector-operations-in-the-wake-of-the-covid-19-pandemic/ See further California Report, Part 16} the use of cite and releases reduced daily arrests from 300 to 60 a day. In Nigeria,\footnote{Andrew Denney & Larry Celona, Coronavirus in NY: Brooklyn DA to stop prosecuting 'low-level' offenses, New York Post (Mar. 17, 2020), https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/coronavirus-in-ny-brooklyn-da-to-stop-prosecuting-low-level-offenses/. See further New York Report, Part 16.} state chief judges were ordered to use summons for court attendance instead of remanding defendants in custody and the Chief Justice of Kenya\footnote{https://www.riksadvokaten.no/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Midl-direktiv-oppdatert030420.pdf See further Norway Report, Part 16.} suspended the execution of arrest warrants. Texas (US)\footnote{https://www.traviscountytx.gov/images/courts/Docs/dc-order-temp-suspension-warrant-exec-certain-cases.pdf See further Texas Report, Part 16.} also suspended active warrants and issued personal bonds for certain types of low-level offences.

parole violations, and Uganda\textsuperscript{397} suspended arrests for all petty offences. France\textsuperscript{398} also banned all prison sentences of less than one month and Austria,\textsuperscript{399} Baden-Wuerttemberg in Germany\textsuperscript{400} and Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{401} postponed the execution of imprisonment sentences for certain categories of low-level offences such as debt crimes.

While there is limited available data linking these measures to overall reductions in prison overcrowding, it is without doubt that such steps would have had some positive impact. Governments should now consider whether such measures can be continued after the pandemic and engage in a broader review of their criminal justice policies with respect to arrest and detention.

The risk of not implementing strategies to reduce prison admissions was also ably demonstrated in the study. In two jurisdictions, governments did not take any measures to reduce new prison admissions and instead imposed harsher arrest policies which caused an overall increase in prison populations.

In Uganda, despite releasing some 833 prisoners in early April via a Presidential pardon,\textsuperscript{402} admissions to prisons skyrocketed following widespread arrests by police for breaches of the country's COVID-19 directives relating to curfews and social distancing. By August 2020, the prison population had increased by 10% from 59,000 to 65,000\textsuperscript{403} (even though the president issued an additional pardons for 4,000+ people in pre-trial detention or convicted of breaches of the COVID-19 regulations).\textsuperscript{404} In Guatemala 11,000 people were arrested for breaches of COVID-19 quarantine measures, which saw the prison population increase between March and June 2020.\textsuperscript{405} This was despite the government implementing special measures to release convicted prisoners in response to the pandemic.

Despite implementing early release measures, Louisiana (US) also reported an increase in prison population between December 2019 and April 2020.\textsuperscript{406} This suggests the state's early release measures were insufficient to meet the increasing prison admissions during the same period.

Successes and challenges with prisoner release schemes

At this early stage, one cannot fully evaluate the COVID-19 prisoner release schemes that have been implemented across the globe as the schemes are still in their infancy. The sudden nature of the pandemic meant that release programs (especially where they did not exist before) had to be designed and rolled out quickly – and they are still being developed and implemented today.

Two main flaws in prisoner release schemes emerged in the study. These were the inclusion of inappropriate prisoners in the early release programs, and the burdensome, ineffective, inefficient and/or restrictive criteria that hampered early release schemes. In contrast, however, early analysis of recidivism rates for released prisoners suggests that in fact the release schemes have been generally successful, with low rates of re-offending.


\textsuperscript{400} See further Germany Report, Part 16.


INCLUSION OF INAPPROPRIATE PRISONERS

Given the urgency with which COVID-19 measures were implemented, it is perhaps unsurprising that the study highlighted some problems with the roll-out of release schemes, namely, the release of inappropriate categories of prisoners.

In England in April 2020, six prisoners were mistakenly released under the End of Custody Temporary Release scheme. The incorrectly released prisoners were all low-level offenders and eligible for release under the ECTR scheme – they were simply released too early. The mistake was attributed to “human administrative error” and, once the error was identified, all six prisoners compliantly returned to prison. The error did however lead to the scheme being temporarily suspended.408

Italy’s scheme also received criticism where serious violent offenders were released following an exercise of judicial discretion. In this case, Italian judges released four senior mafia leaders from prison and placed them on home detention on the basis of their poor health. This resulted in public outcry due to the serious nature of the crimes the prisoners had been convicted of and because, but for the prisoners’ ill health, they would not otherwise have been considered eligible for release. Following public pressure, the Italian government amended a provision in their COVID-19 Decrees 28 and 29 of 2020 to clarify that people convicted of mafia or terrorist crimes who were seeking release on the basis of health reasons must follow a stricter release criteria, including the need for a judge to reassess the health condition of the prisoner 15 days after release.

after the release decision, and then on a monthly basis after that.\textsuperscript{409}

Further, Florida (US) reported an incident in April 2020 involving an alleged murder committed by a detainee on early release pending resolution of a low-level, nonviolent drug offence.\textsuperscript{410} The prisoner was eligible for release under the terms of the scheme but, in the wake of that incident, officials conceded to significant pressure to limit the number of individuals released through the scheme.\textsuperscript{411}

**ADMINISTRATIVELY BURDENSOME AND RESTRICTIVE RELEASE CRITERIA**

A few of the schemes were criticized by prisoner advocates as being administratively burdensome, which delayed and complicated prisoner releases, as well as applying too restrictive criteria that limited the accessibility of releases.

For example, the Pennsylvanian (US) temporary reprieve scheme was criticized as being slow and not releasing enough vulnerable prisoners. The initial list of eligibility criteria limited the program to 1,248 prisoners (approximately 4% of the state’s prison population); however, after a second review by the Department of Corrections, the list of eligible prisoners decreased to only 2% of the population. Of that small pool, eligible prisoners reported they waited weeks for any updates on their case. This included prisoners waiting for a meeting with the Pennsylvania Parole Board (a necessary step in the release process), and prisoners who had been approved but were still awaiting release. Other prisoners expressed no knowledge at all of their eligibility for release.\textsuperscript{412}

The scheme was also criticized as having overly broad and cumbersome exclusions, including excluding prisoners convicted of “victimless” crimes. The eligibility criteria also failed to include prisoners who had breached parole on technical violations such as drinking or leaving home while on supervision.\textsuperscript{413}

Similarly, the Louisiana (US) release program set up by Department of Corrections to consider up to 1,100 prisoners for temporary release was criticized as not releasing enough prisoners. By the time the Department’s review panel was suspended in June 2020, less than 600 cases had been reviewed and only 63 prisoners released on medical grounds.\textsuperscript{414}

Finally, England’s End of Custody Temporary Release scheme was criticized as being too complex. After conducting a review, the Independent Advisory Panel on Deaths in Custody described England’s scheme as “difficult to understand difficult to explain and almost impossible to implement.” The Panel recommended that the program be streamlined and accelerated to facilitate protective measures in facilities and release more prisoners.\textsuperscript{415}

**LOW RECIDIVISM RATES**

Despite the criticisms identified above, early anecdotal evidence suggests that recidivism rates for released prisoners have remained relatively low. This is a strong indicator of success in release programs and one that governments readily focus on when considering the longer term application of such schemes.

Jurisdictions in the study which reported low recidivism rates after prisoner releases included:

- Indonesia reported that 106 prisoners reoffended out of approximately 38,000 who were released.\textsuperscript{416} While it is unknown whether the Indonesian


\textsuperscript{414} https://www.prisonpolicy.org/virus/virusresponse.html#state See further Louisiana Report, Part 3.


government will continue its assimilation and integration release programs post-COVID-19, the government hailed such decongestion programs as a triumph given the low recidivism rates.417

- In South Africa, only 7 of the 6,791 prisoners who were released on parole breached their parole conditions and were rearrested. This represented 0.1% of the total number of parolees released in response to COVID-19. The majority of the parolees who were rearrested arose out of alleged theft matters.418

- In Minnesota (US), Hennepin County Chief Public Defender highlighted that there had not been a significant new crime wave after the drastic reduction in the prison population in the county and for this reason, the release program was considered a success.419

- In Belgium, local Magistrates reported that if there had been any offences committed by prisoners released under the country’s COVID-19 measures, those breaches had been very minor.420

- In France, the Justice Minister praised the success of its COVID-19 release program where certain prisoners who had committed delicts were released early and allowed to serve the remainder of their sentence at home. Save for a few exceptions, the Justice Minister confirmed the prisoners who were released did not commit further offences requiring reincarceration and accordingly, the program would continue after the public health crisis.421

- The one outlier was New York (US), which reported relatively high rates of re offending. Of the 1,100 prisoners released from Rikers Island prison, 250 were re-arrested (sometimes as many as 2 or 3 times). This raised criticism that the release program implemented by Mayor de Blasio was failing due to such high recidivism rates.422 Nevertheless, the recidivism rate from Rikers prison was still much less than the 53% recidivism rate recorded in New York between 2001 and 2008.423

---

Conclusion

Addressing prison overcrowding is challenging and requires significant political will and a coordinated response from a broad range of actors including the legislature, judiciary, police, prosecutors, court administration and oversight bodies, as well as society at large. It cannot be solved overnight. However, great progress can be made where there is strong leadership from governments, motivated by competing social and economic factors.

Programs where prisoners are permanently released can be a highly effective strategy to decongest prisons provided they are implemented in a structured, transparent and ordered manner, applying appropriate eligibility criteria that focus on non-violent and low-level offending prisoners (both convicted and pre-trial) as well as vulnerable prisoners including children, women, the elderly and those with chronic health issues. Release schemes can be appropriately designed to focus on the rehabilitation of prisoners while balancing the safety of the community and ensuring public confidence. They should also involve intensive, coordinated and effective support to assist prisoners with reintegration after release.

In addition to releasing prisoners, a core component of an effective decongestion strategy is limiting prison admissions. Governments must ensure pre-trial detention is only used as a measure of last resort and review their arrest and prosecution policies to reduce the number of prisoners being newly admitted to detention facilities. Alternatives to full-time custodial sentencing should be introduced for most non-violent offences. Prison terms should be capped for the majority of prisoners to reduce the overall numbers of elderly and persons in situations of vulnerability in custody, as these prisoners face significantly higher risks of contagion, and have a prevalence of chronic diseases which translates into an increase in costs, slowing down the response that the prison system should have to face the pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that governments, when willing, can effectively and swiftly implement prisoner release programs to decongest prisons. Most countries already have non-custodial alternatives and early release measures in place or, if not, such measures can be developed through new laws and policies. Where governments have facilitated prisoner releases in response to COVID-19, the rates of recidivism have been low and, despite a few initial challenges, the schemes have generally been considered a success. Collectively, the 53 jurisdictions in this report released more than 475,000 convicted prisoners and pre-trial detainees between March and July 2020. Reduction in prisoner populations will also result in savings which may be invested in rehabilitation and reintegration programs and in the public health response to the pandemic.

As countries experience repeated waves of COVID-19 infections, decongesting prison systems remains as important as ever. Governments have an opportunity to make significant progress on prison and criminal justice reform and to introduce effective prisoner release programs as a core longer-term strategy to reduce prison overcrowding well beyond the pandemic.
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CRITERIA USED BY JURISDICTIONS TO GRANT PRISONER RELEASES

- **83%** jurisdictions expressly released only non violent or minor offence prisoners
- **25%** jurisdictions released prisoners with domestic violence charges / convictions
- **85%** jurisdictions released prisoners based on status of sentence

- **55%** jurisdictions released prisoners with poor health
- **38%** jurisdictions released elderly prisoners (50-70yrs+)
- **25%** jurisdictions released female prisoners including pregnant, breastfeeding and those with children in prison

- **34%** jurisdictions considered status of prisoner accommodation
- **8%** jurisdictions considered fines owed by prisoner
- **32%** jurisdictions considered community risks arising from release and victims' views

- **83%** jurisdictions released prisoners based on status of sentence
- **66%** jurisdictions excluded prisoners with domestic violence charges / convictions

RELEASE CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY JURISDICTIONS

- **74%** jurisdictions imposed conditions on prisoners on release

- **42%** imposed good behaviour
- **34%** imposed supervision by corrections staff
- **13%** imposed home detention
- **21%** imposed electronic monitoring
- **13%** imposed COVID-19 related compliance

Duration of release

- **66%** releases were permanent
- **17%** releases were temporary
- **17%** releases were both permanent and temporary

- **70%** jurisdictions offered support programs to prisoners on release
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Annexure B – Research Questionnaire

1. Prisoner population pre-COVID-19
   Please provide an overview of the prison landscape in the jurisdiction. For example, set out the number of prisons in the jurisdiction, total prisoner numbers pre-COVID-19 and the level of overcrowding in prisons. Where available, please provide a breakdown of those prisoners who have been convicted and those on remand. Please also provide statistics on the number of juvenile prisoners (both convicted and on remand).

2. Use of alternative sentencing measures pre-COVID-19
   Please provide an overview of the alternative sentencing measures to full-time custody (ie imprisonment) available in the jurisdiction. For example, set out any available information in relation to measures around periodic detention, mandatory anger management/drug/alcohol courses, bootcamps, reporting obligations, parole/probation conditions, good behavior bonds, electronic monitoring, home detention etc, and the uptake of these measures. Please consider alternative sentencing measures for both adults and juveniles.

3. Prisoner population after COVID-19 measures
   Please describe the change in prisoner population after COVID-19 measures. Please set out the total number/percentage of prisoners that have been released. If you have the breakdown by of the data by different categories including those convicted and remandees, please also include the data.

4. Use of alternative sentencing measures after COVID-19
   Please describe any changes in the availability or uptake of alternative sentencing measures in the jurisdiction following COVID-19 measures. If you have the breakdown by of the data by different categories including those convicted and remandees, by measures, etc please also include the data. Please consider alternative sentencing measures for both adults and juveniles.

5. Legal basis of release and decision-making authority
   Please set out the legislative/executive/administrative basis on which the prisoners are released. For example, did Parliament approve a new law? Did the president issue a presidential pardon? Did the government declare an amnesty? Was a form of executive order or decree issued by a local prison authority or local government? Was an order made by the Judiciary or Judicial Commission?

   In the context of explaining the basis for the release of prisoners, please also state the decision-making body who authorizes the release. This might be the president, Parliament, Ministry of Justice, individual prison wardens/corrections staff, judge etc.

6. Prisoners released according to the type of offence
   Please describe the categories of prisoners who have been released according to the nature of the offence they have been convicted of. For example, prisoners may have been released where they have been convicted of non-violent crimes (eg drug offences, petty theft, traffic etc), low level offences (eg misdemeanors, third degree felonies, summary offences), technical violations of parole/probation orders, prisoners who are unable to post cash bail etc.

   Please also list all categories of prisoners who are excluded from release according to the type of the offence they committed. For example, prisoners who committed rape and another sexual assaults, offences against children, family violence or serious violence including murder and manslaughter, political offences, drug related offences, national security offences/war crimes, fraud/corruption etc.

7. Prisoners released according to nature or status of sentence
   Please describe the categories of prisoners who have been released according to the nature or status of the sentence they received. For example, prisoners who are close to commencing parole/probation, prisoners close to the end of their sentence, prisoners who have already served a majority of their sentence, prisoners with a total sentence less than a fixed number of years, prisoners who are on work sentences/in open prisons, prisoners who are on weekend release sentences.

8. Prisoners released according to their vulnerability
   Please describe the categories of prisoners who have been released according to a particular vulnerability/personal characteristics. For example, prisoners who have poor health/chronic illness, are pregnant, are nursing/breastfeeding,
are mothers of young children, are elderly/over a certain age, particular ethnicity etc. Please highlight if a prisoner is required to possess two or more vulnerabilities in combination.

9. Any other criteria relevant to prisoners’ release
Please describe any other requirements that were required for a prisoner to be released. For example, did the prisoner need to demonstrate they had a place to live on release, financial support, family support etc.

10. Pre-trial detainees and criteria for release
Please describe the categories of pre-trial detainees who have been released. This may be a blanket release of all pre-trial detainees or they could be released according to the nature of the offence they are charged with or some other characteristic.

11. Temporary or permanent release of prisoners
Please describe whether prisoners are released permanently (ie the prisoners will not return to custody) or released temporarily (ie the prisoners will return to custody after the COVID-19 measures cease). If the release is temporary, please specify the period of the release.

Please specify whether the approach is different for prisoners who have been convicted vs pre-trial detainees.

12. Conditions attached to release
Please describe any conditions/measures attached to the release of the prisoner. This may include bail, reporting obligations, parole/probation conditions, good behavior, electronic monitoring, home detention etc. Please specify any time periods for the conditions. Please also specify whether the measures differ for prisoners who have been convicted vs pre-trial detainees.

13. Administrative process for release
Please describe the administrative process required for release (if any). For example, was there a court application or similar judicial hearing required to approve the release or was there a decision made by the prison warden officials to grant the prisoner release where eligible? Is it the responsibility of individual prisoners to request/apply for release or was it an automated process?

Please also specify whether there were any COVID-19 quarantine measures placed on the prisoner on release.

14. Support measures available to prisoners on release
Please describe all support services provided by the government to prisoners on their release to assist them with re-integration eg support with healthcare, housing, employment, social support, counselling. Please specify whether these were existing services or new services put in place following the COVID-19 release measures. Please include both services provided and run by the government, as well as those services funded by the government but run by NGOs. Please also specify if the support programs are different for prisoners who have been convicted vs pre-trial detainees.

15. Release of children in prisons and detention centers
Please set out any specific measures to release children in conflict with the law where they have been convicted or are on remand in either adult prisons or youth detention centers.

Please include the criteria for determining which children are eligible for release, the nature of the offence committed, whether the release is temporary or permanent, conditions attached to release, the administrative process for releasing the child, and whether any special support services are available to children on release.

16. Mechanisms to reduce new prison admissions
Please describe all mechanisms used to reduce new prison admissions. For example, ceasing enforcement of certain sentences, increased use of bail of certain types of offences, waiving/lifting of warrants for violations for bail/parole/probation/community service violations, suspension of prosecutions for certain types of crimes, postponement of custody sentences, increased use of citations and release/charge sheets/summons, reduction in arrests by police, judicial discretion etc.

Please describe the time period during which these measures are in place.
Annexure C – Jurisdictions included in study

Asia Pacific
- New South Wales
- Australia
- Bangladesh
- India
- Indonesia

Europe
- Austria
- Belgium
- England and Wales
- France
- Germany
- Greece
- Ireland
- Italy
- Norway
- Poland
- Portugal
- Scotland
- Spain

Middle East
- Bahrain
- Iran
- Iraq
- Jordan
- Kuwait
- Lebanon
- Saudi Arabia
- United Arab Emirates

Africa
- Botswana
- Cameroon
- Ethiopia
- Ghana
- Kenya
- Malawi
- Mozambique
- Nigeria
- Rwanda
- South Africa
- South Sudan
- Uganda

North America
- Alabama, US
- California, US
- Colorado, US
- Florida, US
- Louisiana, US
- Maryland, US
- Minnesota, US
- Nevada, US
- New York, US
- Oklahoma, US
- Ohio, US
- Pennsylvania, US
- Texas, US
- Utah, US
- Washington, US

Central America
- El Salvador
- Guatemala
- Honduras